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Quezon CityThe INSTITb_E OF FHILI_PI_X CUL__RZ is a research organization that
szudies local problems of education and development in the hope_ cf
promoting a better understanding of Filipino ways of life.
ItS approach is broadly interdisciplinary, for it knows that
only the combined efforts of many arts and sciences can hope to re-
veal so_ part of the m_stery that is Man.
It Starts with the assumption that there aye, in fact, shared
and patterned ways ef thinking and doing, of valuing and feeling,
which are characteristically Filipino.
It operates on the principle that these qualities, with their
local and other variations; c_n be discovered through patient inves--
_tigation cirried out _n an orderly fashion by members of various
sock=3 science and humanities discip!ines working in close coopera-
tion _ith one another.
It is inspired kry the conviction that the knowledge derived
from this effort will be of great importance for all those who must
reckon with the cultural backgrounds of the Filipinos they serve.
Since its founding in 1960, the IPC has undertaken 166 research
projects to date of which the present vol_me represents one of the
activities generated by the _50_n. This work involved a pilot survey
undertaken to e_!ora areas and test methodologies concerning part i-
cipation of men and women in the development process. Commissioned
by the Philippine Institute for Development Studies, the research
aims to contribute to efforts directed at L_proving the present
social accounting system. By pursuin@ this undertaking, the !PC
fulfills its m_ndate of promoting a better understanding of Filipino --_
_ifeways, _nd using this kno_[ledgm to improve society, especially
of its more disadv_nuag_d sectors.FOREWORD
Conventional wisdom disy_nses many misconceptions about women's place
in Philippine society. One of these, probably drawn from the apocryphal
Si _ia!_as at si Maganda, makes much ado about the equality between
Filipino women and Filipino men. Filipino women, we are told, have as
much say on domestic matters_as men, can enter any profession she wishes
to, can advance in that profession as swiftly as men, and can partici-
pate in communlty affairs with eqaa! vigor as men do. In short, we
also hear many say, there iS no need for women's liberation in Philippine
society.
Fortunately, sociologists mak_e it their job to distinguish what
can be (or Ought to be) from what really is. There is, after all, a
whale of a differeDce between what the Kalanti_:_ Code says and what
is actually happening in our everyday lives. And sociologists, obeying
_e inner logic (some say, notoriety) of their discipline, always
manage to come up with facts that dare to challenge conventional
wisdom. You may call this an occupational hazard.
This study, designed and executed by sociologists, is no exception.
it is an attempt to in_-estigate how equal dn.e participation of Filipino
women and men are in various spheres of everyday life--_e home, the
market, and _e co:.._aunity. And the results are revealing. In all '"
spheres of life, Filipino women are more oppressed than men, and _his
op_9ression, if you wish to continue using _h iarxist _.e te__T.,, even
-appear to increase as communities urbanize. There isj as '-_9" wife
_iways insists {and i believe her), a need for wom_n's libezation in
Philip!;ine society. "'
The difficulties Filipino women meet be_in at home where _nev
bear the brunt of housework. _l_riaoe _ncreases women'S time devoted
to household taskS, but m Dre$_por_anu,-_a_aly ma_<es.._iiiDin% husbands
share e=ually in '_ _ '_.-_._ -t _nes_ tasks_ Women who find employmeht_/¢_rience a
iiiiv
reduction in time spent for housework, and see the males of the house
do more household chores, but still, the total production time remains
higher for women than for Ten. It is the classic "double dose of work"
syndrome: despite their jobs, wo_._n are still expected to put in as
_,an_"hours of housework (child care included) as she can. what is
worse, call it a do,_le dose aD_ a hall, more Filipino women t/nan
Filipino men land in low-level, low-paying occupations which reqy_ire
longer hours of work, • thus increasing their production time even more.
Even more revealing is the finding tlnat modernization does not
ease the women's burden. Th=___e is even an indication that the female
burden increases in urban co_Lmunities, even though urban men devote -.
more time to housework than their rural brothers. Given these burdens,
it i5 not surprising that women do not participate in community affairs
or co_ur_ity organizations as much as men do. But since having a job
or remaining single increases WOmen's participation in community
affairs, it is __vident that keeping women trapped in t_he domestic chores,
with little help from men, spe__ zero involvement in co,unity affairs.
A paradox in the evolution of culture is how consistently man's
(and woman's) technological advances seem to backfire. The an-Cnropo-
iogist Maz-_in Harris has called such technological advances "l--_bor-_
-saving devices that increase work. " In this case, we be cin to see that
the _.T_dernization process not only increases women's and men's total
__ " inequality between women production times, it _.-_y also s_el_, greater
and men. And women, sadly, become the poorer victims of t_his process.
Thus, a_ the study suggests, we need to reduce, (if not entirely
elimina%=_, I might add) the cad between women's work and men's wmrk
in domestic and econc._ic _ __ __ "= a_7__l_s. We also need to enrich our
understanding of the forces -_hich foster t_his seg_-egation of roles,
and to develop sensitfve indicators tc measure, over time, the _
.degree of equa!ity-between Fi__ipino me_n-and Filipino women. ',_'-b.e proper
collection and use __ _=_,_=____l_=.____.._ata7 tlne "st'_dj suqges_s, is -a.
SteD in _u_ •Eliz_-_eth U. Eviota deserves the credit for preparing the _tudy's
research dGsign; for defendin 9 the design, _ne mrooosa!, and the budget
in front of _4_- ._ spo ........g agencies_ for supervising the conduct of th t_
study, and the entire project for that matter, since it beman in
September !977 until October 1979; and for writing the praliminar_/
report of the survey results. Uhe was abroad at the time of this
writing, _nd did not get a chance to see the fine]_ version of the report.
Vircinia A. _ii_aiao, IPC chief of operations and assistant
professo_ of sociology, Ateneo de Manila University, prenar_d this
final report, workin@ tireless!y with her staff to meet the inevitable
deadline. Her fine skills in quantitative _nmlysis, her ability to
dra_; pertinent conclusions from masses of data, and her familiaritywith
the critical issues facing Filipino women -_re evident throughout _he
report.
This study was conducted in three Philippine communities} each
_ _ _....! of development. _;e need to expand _ne representing a particular 7 _-°= '_
number of s_mDie_ sites, gather additional data, and broaden our __.=no_e-_
clarion of male-female inequalities in n :__ _ • h___Doln._ society. We need
to find out whether the patterns we have obse_--ved in the t.hree sample
areas can be generalized to a larger, more diverse group_of Filipino
women and Filipino men. it is_therefpre _ heartening to know that the
Philippine Institute for Development Studies (?IDS), the study's -
sponsor, intends to support a national su__vey cf women's participation
in dev_!opment. PID$' efforts to !ink the study _'" ..... _zng_ with the
work of the other components in this large Economic _nd 5oc±al impact
e
Analysis-<_omen in Development (ESIA-T_D) project are also welco.-_-.
More research, we stress, means fewer misconceptions.
L
R{c-_c - G. _/_ad, Ph.D.
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There has emerged a consensus from among various studies and reviews
of earlier development efforts that absolute economic growth does not
ensure an equitabledistribution of benefits. Recognized as filtering
and skewing the benefits from development are existing economic and
sexual stratification systems, leading the United Nations to _ite _he
adv_nceme_nt of low-incOme groups _nd women into its goals for the
Second Development Decade. Scholars likewise have been prompted to
disaggreqate in their analysis the rich and the poor, and the male and
female populations, in an att_mpt to understand how class and sex
operate to stratify the opportunities and services ushered in by
development.
Women in Development
A number of studies may be credited for focusing attention on
the importance of woments role in development, and on __he factors that
inhibit their fuller inte crration in the process. The first of such
studies include_those indicating women to have played a major (and
sometimes domir_%nt) role in agricultural activities, as in crop
Production, _nd t_he processing and marketing of produce (among other_,
Boserup 1970; Germaine 1975; _huja 1979). That women continue to
share in income-producinq tasks at latter stages" in the economic
transition is indicated further by studie_ sh_.4ing increasing trends
in women's entry _md pa_icip_tion in the labor force iDurand 1975;
Boserup 1975) . In both developed e_nd developing countries, women' s
incomes from economic _activities add substantially to men's paid
earnings, _nab!ing f___ilies _d household_s to meet the requirements_.
#-or daily living ([F_ICEY 1980 ;tHackez_er_T <-_ates, and Angeles 1980) .Mira!me 1980:2
By focusing on women'_ more visible economic activities, these studies,
then, substantiate the notion that women participate in the develoDment
process not only through their nurtura.nce of children a_nd involvement
in home-related activities.
A second group of studies provides some assassment of the extent
to which women as a group have been a_fected by technological change
and material progress. Studies of women's economic involvement in a
number of African and _Asian societies show the mechanization of
_ agriculture and indust_, to displace women (more than men) and reduce
their employment; at the same-ti_e, their lack of access to training
and skill formation, and the accompanying shift of the work place
away from the home constr.ain mem_y of them from participating in ne_:
end e_mergin9 types of occupations (Staudt 1980; ._huja 1979).
Moreover, despite ;_omen's active roles in subsistence and agricultural
activities, rural development efforts, inc!ud/_ng the provision of
credit,• technical advice, and extension services appear s'fstematicall_ i
channelled to men, thus reducing further women's participation in
visible food-producing and economic activities. A general measure of
"_omen's disadvantageous position in the process of economic change is
provided by existing conventional indicators of status which show -
women, overall, to have fewer employment and educational opportunities,
and less_ access to co_um_nity organizations and services. A!t_nough_
conventional measures may fail to capture fully _women's conditions,
the measures sufficiently suggest women's limited access to economic
and social resources and con_equentiy, their limited control over
these resources and their _n lives.
Final!v, by identifying women'= status as a c..... =_. _._actor in
fertility behavior, dmmoqraphic studies also have contributed to the
appreciation of women's rola in development. The considerable-body
of evidence showin-_ %_Dmen'S o,_ aducatio_•_ud_labor force achievements
(more than their husba_nds').to_ the im!Jorta_t ._actors "&nflyencin_ ....
}
fertility: (TW_ 1975; _o_inson s_ud Schutjer 1979) ._old implfhations for
4
pooulat_on questions, the advancement of women, a_nd development.Miralao 1980:3
Of imnortance to policy is-the reciprocal association noted in de_o-
graphic studies, between ths2 reduction in women's childbearing/_ternai
functions andtheir ability to participate more fully in development.
Meas_ing Women's Participation in Development
'/
Given the increase in international and national efforts to
#
broaden woman's participation in development, the need to develop a
system of monitoring women's status has become apparent, partly for
purposes of counteracting the noted tendency for socioeconomic progress
to exacerbate zander inequalities. This stud\f aims to contribute to
this effort by attempting to establish_ow Socioeconomic change may
have differentia!l V affected women and men in t_he Philippines, and by
suggesting areas where s_stematic and qu-_ntifiable indicators of men's
and women's roles may be developed_ The present study thus is designed
in the nature of pilot studies--to explore areas and test methodologies
for the collection of data on male and female roles, and to assess the
feasibility of_usi_g _he-attempt=-__measur___s f_qr the construction _f
- indicators of women' s _nd men _s participation $,-u_de_lopment.
Following earlier conceptualizations, the study proceeds from
..... the assumption that members Qf the population participate in the
process of national development through their involvement in various
institutions and spheres of activity, as in the maintenance of the -
home, in directly income-p__rodu_cSng_lwor_,_ and/ir__Comm_nJ_ty activitia_s.
Participation in the various spheres ef activity _, however, is not
equally open to the Population, and it is generally admitted that-
c'_alt_ura! r_ ol_eeprescriptions favor w0men's _nqry and Participation in
_omestic activities, _nd males _irunondomestic _on@s".
It has been ar_ad that cultural norms that assign domes=ic
functions to women place them in an inferior position to men, st_nt
their _n growl_h, _n_ xnh_-_itzthe wider _t_%i=a_.ion of hu..nan resource_
for develooment Firs}, since Dartici_ation in typical!? f_ma_e
domestic wor}. is not a_corzee equal social value as participntion inMiralao !980 :4
other spheres, women's contribution to development via their involve-
ment in the home (while admitted), has gone unrecognized formally or
Dub!icly. Second, the normative conception of women's role as mot/hers
e_nd wives obscur_women's involvement in nondomestic activities, and
consequently lea_to the neglect of efforts to enhance women's
involvement in •extradomestic domains. Third and.more important, the
assigrument of women to domestic functions limits their access to
economic and social resources, inhibiting bo_h t/heir receipt of devei-
opment benefits -_nd their competence to participate in development __
• 7. ,
efforts. Slnce inequality; appears built into t_he system of sex role
allocations, the ass'_ption is that development, if it is to contribute
to the attainment of greater _quality, must also contribute to a rGduc L
tion in the dichotomiz_ti6n of sex roles.
It is tO be noted, however, that the e_ent of sex role dichoto-
mization has differe_ across time periods, and "_aries between and
.___ong cultures. In the Philippines, related literature on kinship
emd family organization and on the status of women in society sho%_
women in e__rlier periods to have enjoyed relativelu equal statuses
_._ithmen in a vzider field of activities (i.e., with respect to
inheritance, authority within the f-9_.ily, participation in subsistence
-task's, and in com_anitv and ;eligious activities, see Fox 1961;
Infante 1975); but for women's end men's roles to h_ve become increas-
ingly dichotomized into domestic and nondomestic domains in subse-qu_q%t
Deriods (Carroll IS70 _ Licuan__n _nd C_nzalez 1976 ; ,'4ontiel and
Holinsteiner 1976). However, because eonceptua I" and methodological
_ . tvnic=l iv female) _omestic issues surround the translation of ( ._ _ __
activity into _=. measure of pezrticipation in development, _ost .compari-
sons of male e_nd female contributions to devel0mment are _ndertaken
.__=s activlty where there .z_F_ readily cp_ltifi_ble infoz_mation
'. _ _- --
_ender comparisons in the domestic sDher_ on_the 0_ner h_-nd have
focused mere on the al!ocation of authoi_r_-between husband _nd wife,
_nd the eec!s_o_.-mak_ natt_rns within the household (-_orio, i_nch,
nnd _ li_steiner 1978 .._art±nez-_s .c_ui!!o 1976; _:endez and Jocano I_74).Mira!ao 1980:5
While suggestive of the nature of gender relations within the home,
the findings fromthese studies are not as directly convertible to
measures of participation as those indicated for instance, by wages
from employment, or the skill or wage imputed from educational attain-
ment. But even in _eas where there are _vailable quantitative data,
as in education and employment, male and female;comparisons are
sometimes deemed inadecu_t_. Enrollment rates for example may conceal
differences in the content or fields of male and female _chooling;
employment rates, in turn, hide differences in _he underutilization
of male _n_ female !_bor. Cleariy, the problem of assessing accurately
men_s and women's participation in development is not easily resolved,
although separate efforts may help identify more appropriate areas
and methods of data col!action and measurement.
The Research P!an-
To investigate the partici.oation or integration of the population
in development, this study focuses on a comparison between %_men and
.... i
men along a set of measures designed to eaR, re (I) men:s and women's
roles as coursed t._Jrough different institutional involvements, and
-(2) the flexibility or infleaibi!ity of sex role assignments.
A first area a_tempted for comparison is men*s and women's
allocation of time to house and market work. This attemmt is based
on *_he assumption that the maintenance of households require both the
conduct of domestic chores _m_d market activities. Time--use da_a,
then, are employed ___nthe s_i_dv to indicate simply h_;.much work do
women and men de in what activities, _:d not necessarily the returns
to labor achieved bY women _nd men. Because the returns to work are
better estimated for economic and wage activities, it is felt that an
attempt at this time to assess the r=_turn_ or outputs from time use
would again lead to rather in_ccurnte _ : _- the comp _-u_sons of productivity
_' = Earlier methodo!o_ies for assessing t_he
zontrilD_tion_-of women -_ tim_ in domestic and other work along such_!_ralao 1980:6
measure_ ._ the health status of children (Popkin 1975) and other
household members, requir_ detailed nutritional an_. morbidity/mortality
I
data of which inede-_aate info!+_-nation are available from t_he survey.
,'_.oreover, measuring dcnestic _roduction in nor-mon_taz-I or nor_.aterial
term.s, and economic:nrod:!_tion in ten--ms of in comas would not in any
case make the. • productivity measures of women:s _nd men's time com_a-
table. On the o_J%er h__n_-, time-use data may reflect ._..ore adequately
th_ effort individu_!_ _,ut in-a pg_rticul.=__ activity, and _y be used
as an indicator of tlneir contributions-to the activity requirements--
of the household.
A second area of comparison n_ • p._ _aln_ to women's and men' s parti-
cipation in con%._ranity activities. Taken into aC=o_nt ar_ t_he incidence
of men's and -_men_s nembershiD in co_.unity organizations, the nature
of organizations thaz _en and women joinp and the extent Of their
involvement in org._ization activities. The comp___risons in this area
are expected to indicate the relative ability of the sexes to influence
community-wide decision-_+aking process.
A final area of comparison is _;omen's and men's access to health
__nd other services e_n_dvrogr_.s. Compared to t_he ot_her areas/ as time
use and org_.iz-_tio__=_l membership]which suggest individuals', receipt_
-of benefits and contribution_ to development, access to services is
more directly interpretable as a measure of benefit. The gender
comparison along th_ _ line is e:q_ected to reveal t_he e'ctent to which
+
either or both sexes benefit from, or remain o'_t of the reach of,
development efforts.
To gauge tlne possible differentia! impact of development on men
,_d women, gender comparisons aion_ tlne aforementioned areas are
f#
IAttemDts tc .-_ e_ nutritional+ and_heait/n+ data on mL-eschoo! q± r_ _ + _
6hildr_n in tee suz_:ey -_u.+ _oc 9_-;-ca_to m_e .meaniungfal ana!ys_s
on t_he contribution of %+o+_.en+_$tima in d_m_ic activin J to imm-_ovement-
in _child_n_ :s health: _,6_.-_ e;[_ioying controls for income _ and other
potential detez_-inants p_ " _+_t'_ ........._ralao 1980:7
_ndertaken in three tlrpes of communities ap_roxi.n_.ting different
stages in the change process. Furthe[, within each typ_e of con_unity,
comparisons are made between single _n_ married men and women, and
between working _nd ncnworking women, for purposes of controlling the
influence of _arriage _nd e_Dlo_vment status on the population's ability
to seize emerging opportunities __nd contribute to development. The
additional comparisons between and among male and fem2.1e subgroups
provide th_ study a wider base for assessing the extent to which
socioeconomic change _y ha_e systematically favored the advancememt ....
of _ny onaTsex.
se_n.pling procedures __n5 the
study sites
To ensure the representation of the various subgroups of men and
w_men, allocation of the predetermined s_=mple size of some 1,400
respondents followed considerations for the co,_n'__nity:s developmental
stage, and the sex, marital, _d emplo}n_ent s_atus of respondents.
The actual s_mple size of I ,395 respondents is thus almost equally
divided bet,_¢een females _nd males, and equally ._on-g th_ study sites
(Table I). Of the total sample, 399 are single and 996 are married,
_approximating roughly t_he proportions single .=.ndmarried _ong the
adult population. Furt/ner, half of the single male and female, and
40 percent of the _,.-_rried female respondents are working. The general
tendency for husb__nds to be ,,1orking, however, did not make fea_ibie
the inclusion, in more equ_l numbers, of working _%nd ncnworking
married males Th_ i_ _ nc _f adult household mem._ar3 2reviouslv
undertaken in the cc_-r_?_niti-_s emd .,______._I=_=_._?: into sex, marital, and
employment _rouDs_ . .Drov±ded the _ _. __.=--._mm1_r- fro_me for the study, with tlne
selection of actual =.'_'-" -- ._respondents folio, ring simple r_-__%domproce o-
d'_res within ezch _uhcinssific_ion.
Since a_F of residnnce =s --_ f_r
%---: w-= .J_=-._-_'_t4 _n of _he puf_osJ rely selected
i . !-
study sit_s -_s -%nProDriat_ hne eut=_et. Usec to repr_e,_t theP'._ra!ao 1980:8




Married* SingleT -Married T ,_!ngle,
C_ndelaria 166 6 £ 16_ : 67 465
Sta. Cruz 166 67 16_ 66 465
Sto. _i._.o 166 67 16.-5 66 465
-Total , 493 200 495 199 I,395
eThe ntumber of married _,.orking women in the communities are:
31 in C_ndelaria: 96 in sta. cru__, am_ 81 in stQ. NiSo.
_Respondents in these categories are _bout evenly split between
working and non.._,.; ...... _i-_g in e.!! th_ .... communities.
, -_
TOr_iv 13 inertia.9,turtles (2 in C_ndels_i=., E __.nSta. Cruz, and
5 in Sto.._if, o) are not working.
agricultural vil!aa.e nopulation e_re respondents dr/wn from the residents
of 15 barrio-bar.-.%ngays of c._nde!_ia, zambal_s- _ce transitional or
semiurb_n group, ._ose from two pobl_ion-bar_n_ays of Sta. Cruz, also
Zambales; and the urban 2o__Du_ation, those from Barangav Sto. Ni£o
in Marikina. •Data on co_m'anity facilities and services lend some
support to the assumed differences in t-he< levels of complexity among
the three communities. Sto..NiEo, located within Metropolitan M_nila,
has the mo_t number of schools _-_d "_ _ .._alcn facilities, and has avail-
am__"_= to its residents, electricity and a _PiPed_ water system.. [,tq_ile a
r_latively progressive_ ,,-_--.rkat canter of Zambaies, Sta. Cz-ez has fewer
schools _nd health facilities than Sto. _,_i_no,and the use of electricity
__nd piped watcr remains we_-! below universal a._on_ the pob!acion's
• households. As m_ight he e:qpec_ted, Candel_aria-h=_s even less of social
services, although at the timL_f tlne S_ud!Y_it may be of interest to
note that th--, commu_it_._ ,:'had" t!_e _ureater nCu_ber of government programs--
inc!udinq'_x_ension service_ cf-l_e Ministry of A_ricultar_, andi: "i :: • : " ' ' "
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training and income-genera£iig projects sponsored by the }{inistry of
Local Government and Community Develo_nent.
Data collection
Interviews with survey respondents took place in January to
March 1979. In addition to the standard socioeconomic information
on respondents and their households, the data collected in the inter-.
views include those pertaining to the types of home and market
activities engaged in by respondents; the amount of time they devoted
to each type of domestic and economic activity; their membership and
participation in cozm_unit_[ organizations and activities; and their
awareness and use of h__altn _nld other services within and outside of
the con_nunities. Also gathered to sup_lement behavioral data wer_
attitudinal data on the perceptions on the role of women and levels of
satisfaction with one's job, working conditions,- and other aspects of
_ne's life. Analyses of these data, organized along the areas of
_ale and female comp.arisons mentioned earlier, are presented in the
following sections of this reoorto_. TI)_--UBE
This chapter presents the analysis performed On the individuals' use
of time. Time-allocation data ,_zere gathered in the study through
the use of a chec_!ist o_ activitins _,,Thichincluded categories of
housework and %,_ork directly pro_,uctiv,z of household incomes. In the
interviews, respond nr_ts %:.era asked to recall_'how many days in the
past week the{1 hall engaged in each household and market activity, and
then estimate the nur, fmer of hours spent on these each day. Informa-
tion on time spent on the various categories of wor]{ are presented
here in terms of hours per week.
As indicate-I _,reviouslv, time-use data are employed in the study
to indicate wom_n_s and men's contributions to or participation in
domestic and market ac_nivities required by the household. Time-
allocation data ar_ also used to analyze differenc_es in the tasks
assigned to men and _7omenr and the extent to which the s, exes share in
domestic and market ,,,_ork. Discussed first are men_s and women's
oarticioation in housework, __ol!owed b_ their participation in market
and other income-generatin_ tashs_ a comparison of time-use patterns
in traditional and no:_tr:_ditional household arrangements, and finally
by an assessment of the utility of time-use data as an indicator of
women's and men's contributions to the household.
Participation in Housework
Tables _ _nd 3 short time--allocation data obtained fret% the survey
respondents on 10 c_tegories of hous_worko The resulting number of
cells from the mu!ti-crossclassifications __nd the small number of
cases in s_me cells hake comparisons so_e_at difficult but an a_tempt
is made to undertake these, 7_aying soecinl ;_tt_ntion to v_riations in
gender tasks across marital g_oups and conu_unities.
I0Miralao 1990:11
First, the tables lend ready support to %_at is already .k,no_-m
about _omen's _articipation in household activities, i.e., their
involvement in a greater variety of housework, and the greater amount
of time they spend on household activities taken singly or as a whole.
Usin_ both the proportions in the male and female samples engaged in
a household aetivity_ 9md the _ver_qe ,amount of time spent on the
activity, to deter__ina sex se_req_tion in household t_sks, only the
provision _f water and fuel for the household emerge as distinctly
male activities. All other activities from marketing and the prepara-
tion.of food, the cleaning of the house_ the washing and ironing of _
clothes to child care are women's _:ork. On t'_ whole, howevert there
./are fe_e_r household tasks that tend to be straightforwardly sex-typed
(shown in itnlics in the tables for convenience), when comparisons
are made between singie female -_nd _ale respondents, it is noted for
instance, that %_%iie only _9 percent of the _ingle male (as against
80 percent of single female) respondent_ in Candelaria assist in
washing the dishes _ they devote a ha!f hour more to this activity than
_single women° Similarly in Sto. Mine; where there is not much
difference in the percentages of single men and women attending to
children, m._n are sho_ to devote one-and-a-half hours more to child
care than _omen. The nu_er of such :'haz7 :_areas diminish in the
comparison between husbands; 7and wives' housework, as the sex-typing
of household tasks becomes clearly institutionalized with marriage.
The t__b!e3 also rov<aa! that the number of females engaged in
specific tasks as cookingf washing the dishes, l_undry, and other
work generali_[ decreases in the mcr_ modern com_.unitie._ of Sta, Cruz
and_sto. Nit]o, althoug h the wor_er_-:Tho continue to perforr." these tasks
in the latter comm._,am.itiesdevote more time to _hese than their rural
Candelaria counterparts. The evidenc_l points to some elaboration of
female household activ±ties in the more urban{zed settings, arising
most likely, from an incr:_asa in hcusehoid resources, and from newlv
_cquired t_t<s for living _nd house Leepingo Not_gly becoming more
intensive of the _._f.v:ss _ tizr_ein the _bre _zrban communit_s 9.r_ cooking}_±ralao 1980:12
Table 2. _Avera_e pJ:Lount Qf time (_o_rs/weeki spent by single male,s and
females on household acui_ities b_ communit%, (Janu_&ry-March 1979)
Cand¢ iaria Sta Cruz Sto. _.'-I i_o HI[ activitv
_!ale Female ,'_ale Femal_ Male Female
Marketing ....2°_ 1.9 2 2 _ 2t 3 1 3 o
!i,.(I_0)* (3'!)./ (15) (29) (9) (27)
Cooking 3.9 4.6 3.9 2.4 _:. 6 ,9, 8
• :_, (3O) _'..'9) (25) (37)
_Tashinq dish_s " _ _ 2.6 \, 1 8 4. e _ ._
3c) (52)j (25) (36) (25) (38)
Clen_in_ house/ I ,S ..2. _ 3, I 5. ? 3.3 5-_8
yard (43) (.59) (28) (4-5) (34) (42)
Washin_ z!othes I_-] 2. £ ! .9 20 ? 2.5 5. ,q
(24"., (57) (25) (7,7) (27) (34)
• .,_. .... --
.... /
" 4_ Ironing clothes : 1.5 1.2 ) 3._ 2. 2.4 2.5
k..(!3) (4q:) / 17) r.4P) ,i (20) (29)
Fetching water 5o I 4.0 2.7 4.3 .... , 4.4 7. i
(_,9) (31) q32) (22) (24) (7)
Gathering/cho.p_in-_ 3,2 0.3 2.5 2 $ :'0.5 2 1
firewood {49) (6) (7_5) (7) '--_£I ) .............. (.4_) .....
"""I " " - - t. . Sewing/mending ,3 0. _ " ; 2.0 1.6 1., _ 1.1
clothes .... (2,) (23) '-, ('2'j (13) ""__(6) (12)
Child care 2.2 8.3 10.3 8.1 11.0 9.-5
(5) (18) , ' -- _2) (8) ,/'\.(7) (I0) ,
- Total 14,/, :8o5 !0. _. 22.5 11.4 22.9
(62) (:%L _ (53) (5_) (54) (55)
NAY (not. eng,nced _"
in ._PJ' h_use -
hold activity) (5) (2) (13) (11) (12) (12)
Tot,_.!N '<-' _6_ _-'._ .. ) (66) (67) (66) (67)
........ _............... s indicate the n&_.ioer of respondents.
9:i._ures in it:iics show sex-typed activity, i.e., the average
number of hours £;vot.%d to ,nc.tivitv and n'_:__.erengaged in axe higher
for males or femnl_s. _'¢ , )" "[ r _ _, ._Miralao 1980:13
Table 3. Average amount o_ time (hours/week) spent by married males
and females on household actfvities b,] community (January-March 1979)
Cande!aria Sta. Cruz Sto. Ni£o
HH activity ,_,_.... _ _._u F_me_ Male Female Male Fe_le
Marketing 2.2 g.! % 2.6 4.1 2.6 5.1
(,_3) * (!2, o) (48) (!50) (64) (145)
Cooking 4.0 9.2 5.6 11.4 5°0 16.7
(107) (159) (87) (!40) (S7) (1!2)
Washing dishes 2.9 4.{ 2.4 _.7 2,4 5.9
(53) :'742,1 (46) (103) (54) (!I?)
Cleaning house/ 2. % $.0 4.2 7.8 3.2 5.5
yard (e_,. (157) (70) (I13) (70) (720)
Washing clothes 3.0 7.5 3.2 7.8 3.5 11.1
(23) (1,!6) (36) (110) (27) (96)
Ironing clothes 2.Q 2,2 2.6 2.8 1.6 3.6
(7) (87) (24) (78) (21) (86)
Fetching water 2.4 2.4 3.9 4.4 5°? 3.1
(121) (86; (85) (50) (62) (65)
Gathering/chopping 3.1 2.4 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.4
firewood (I16) (2S) (44) (18) (9) (4)
Sewing/mending 9 _2.8 .... _ 1.9 2.1 1,5 2,_
clothes -__I) j_ (9) (88) (2) (92)
Child care 9.9 30.5 16.2 32.9 12.4 32,8
(75) (!15) (80) (103) (94) (102)
Total 14,7 50. '3 21.3 56,0 19.2 55.7
(156',, (166) (142). (i63) (134) (163)
NAP (not engaced
in an[f hc,use-
hold activit?,] (10) (0) (24) (3) (32) (3)
Total N (16,3) (166) [_, 66) ("66) (166) (166)
_Yi_ur--_ i- -c-r_-r, tZmse_ 4n_:4¢-_e_ the--n_-Xger of respondents.
%Figures in -'. _" -__'- ..... :__= _how s,?::-t-_ed activity, i.e., the average
number of hours d.vo_ad to p, ctiviti," and nt_,_er angaged in are higher
for males or ,_mal.. ....
&Miralao 1980:14
(where _rb._n Sto. Ni_o housewives devote double the time spent by rural
Candelaria housewives), marketing, and the washing and ironing of
clothes. Moreover, despite the fact that urban Sto. NiSo wives have a
child less on the average than the rural Candelaria _ives (with four
children; see Table A2 in the Appendix), they spend over 2 hours more
at child care than the latter group. On the other hand, technological
changes tend to render the male household tasks/of fetching w_ter, and
gathering and chopping firewood less necessary, thus reducing the
amount of time and the number of male individuals needed fo: these
activities in the more urban communities. -
Summary. statistics derived from T_bles 2 and 3 indicate the
process of change to have different effects on sex and marital status
groups. Conpared to all other groups, socioeconomic change or urbani-
zation tends to relieve unmarried males of housework. Table 4 shows
decreases in both the average nu_oer of hours single males devote to
housework and the proportion _nong them engaged in household activities
in _he more urb__n settings. Single male respondents in Sta. Cruz _nd
_to. Ni_o devote 3-4 hours less to housework than the single males in
rural Candelaria; and the proportion of single ,males performing
housework drops from 93 percent in Candelaria to some 80 to 82 percent
in transitional Sta. Cruz and urban Sto. Ni£o.
On the other hand, the change process appears to increase the
unmarried women's participntion in houseworh, specifically in terms of
the amount of time they devote to this. Single women in the more
modern communities allot, on the average, 4-5 hours more of their time
to housework than their rural counterparts. And while the proportion
of single women participating in housework declines from 97 percent
in rural Candelaria to 89 percent .and 92 percent in Sta. Cruz _md
• __no, respectively, the decline is _9_tl'f a statistical artifact
brought :bout by the inclusion of maids in the female transitional mnd
urb.-%n s_,ples. Since the housework:of the live-in maids is mdre.
appropriately the equivalent of their pard employment, they are excluded
from among the housework pnrticip_nts sho_ in the table. Nonetheless,
ft4iralao 1980:15
Te_le _%. Average amount of ,-_me _hours/_eek) spent on housework and
percen t of respondents engaged in household activity by sex, marital
status, and community (January-March 1979)
., .., . _
Single Married
Community, _ale Female Male Female
a. Average amount of time 7
spent on housework
Candelaria 14._ IB.5 14.7 50.S
Sta. Cruz 10.2 22.5 21.3 60..0
Sto. Ni£o 11.6 22.9 19.2 55.7
b. Percent engaged in
housework
Candelaria 92.5% 95.5% 94.0% 100.0%
Sta. Cruz _0.3 83.6 B5.5 98.2
Sto. [_i£o 81.8 82.1 80.7 9_.2
one notes that the proportion of single women engaged in housework
remains generally higher than the figures for either single or married
men within the same communities.
The impact of urbanization on _he household participation of
married men is not as clear-cut. On the one h_ndt the average number
of hours husbands spend on housework increases in the more ,urban
communities. At the s_e time, however, urbanization also reduces,
somewhat effectively, the number of married males contributing to
housework° The data thus suggest some consider_ble variation in
_arried men's involvement in housework as communities modernize. On
one extreme are husbands who completely drop out from housekeeping
(14 percent in transitional Zta. Cruz _nd 19 percent in urban Sto.
NiSo), and on the other are husbands in _nese more modern communities
who continue to engage in housework and in fact, increase their time-
inputs to household activities° The figures show husband-respondents
in Sto. _]i_o to devote 31 percent, and husbands in £t_. Cruz, 45
percent mor_ time to housework than their r'aral Candelaria co_nterpar<s.Miraiao 1980 :16
It appears that prospectiv_ studies on husbands _ involvement in house-
hold activities may do well to consider the c_ass backqround and other
characteristics of husbands t}lat may differentiate between those who
participate in housework and those who do not.
No marked changes in the married Women's involvement in housework
are noted across communities, virtually all married women, regardless
of the community's development stage/ are shown to engage in housework.
_ Already starting from a high level of time-inputs in the rural area
(51 hours/_,Teek in Candeiaria), the averag_ nu_j_er of hours wives devote
to housework increases by another 9 percent (or 5 hours more) in the
more developed co_L-_nunities. _nis slight proportional increase is
consistent with the tendency, noted earlier, for housework to become
more intensive of the wife's time in modern comm_inities. It would
seem, however, that the increase in the transitional and urban wives _
housework time would have been greater, had not some husbands in these
areas increase4their own participation in housework. Moreover, the
greater prevalence of extended households, and of families with
domestic held in the more developed communities (40 percent in Sta.
Cruz and Sto. Ni£o as against 28 percent in rural Candelaria; Table
A2) suggests the availability of other household members who can
absorb, and relieve wives of, the additional time-demands'imposed by
modern housekeeping.
Sharin_ of housework
Time-allocation data _ere also gathered for purposes of est_b-
lishing the extent of female and male sharing in housework. Since
_omen_s average time-inputs to house_ork are higher than men's in all
subgroups, women's household time _¢as used as the base for computing
men's propertiona! share of house_orko One hundred percent indicates
equal sharing of housework; the lo_er the percentage, the least sharing
done bv men. _o sets of results abtained from this conoutational
Frocedurs are sho_ in Table 5: Set A refl_c_s results obtained when
computations are restricted t_ males and females who participated inMiralao 1980 :17
household tasks; Set B sho_-s .what happens _en all males and females
in the s_ibsamples are included in the computations regardless of
whether or not they participated in housework]
Most readily apparent from Table 5 is _e greater equality in
housekeeping among single male and female respondents--especially in
rural Candelaria where single men put in to housework the equivalent
of three-fourths the single women's time. As thh popular household
tasks assigned to single males (that of fetching water and gathering/
chopping fire_tood) are dispensed with in the more urbanized communities,
the single males' participation in housework is reduced to the equiv_-
lent of approximately half of single women's time-inputs to simil__
activities. The relatively more equal sharing of house_#ork among
single, than among married male and female respondents also appears
consistent with the tendency noted earlier, for household tasks to be
less sex-typed prior to women's and men's entry, to marriage.
Among married respondents, married males generally.put in less
of the equivalent of wives' ti_e to housework, producing marked
inequalities in housework-sharing _mong married couple respondents.
When co_putations of men's proportional share in housework is limited
only to husbands (and correspondingly, dne wives) engaged in household
activity, husbands' sh._es tend to be higher, reaching over a third of
wives' work in more urb_=_n Sta. Cruz and Sto. Ni_o. ['_en husbands not
engaged in any house_.;ork are included in the computations however, the
husband's share of housework drops to a third or less than a third of
women's work. Fur,herr men's proportional share in housekeeping re_%ins
relatively stationary (between 27 percent to 33 percent of _ToWen's work)
across co..mm_/nity types in the second set of computations.
Table 5 also shows, somewhat paradoxically, a more equal situa-
tion to obtain amonq single men and women in rural Candelaria (77.8
percent), but also for the most unequal situation to obtain in the
same community once individuals get ..married (29 percent). This discon-
tinuity in single and married male _nd female participatien is not
easi!v explained, although the d_ta suggest that in rural households,Miralao 1980:18
Table 5. Time spent by meh in household activities expressed as a
proportion of tkme spent by women in similar activities •by community
and marital status (January-March 1979)
Set A* Set B +
C°mmunityl Single Married Single Married
candelaria 77.8% 29.0% :75.3% 27.3%
(M=62t F=63) (M=156; F=166) (M=67; _=66) (_{=166; F=166)
Sta. Cruz _5.3 38.1 d3.7 33.2
(M=53; F=56) (M=142; F=163) (?I=66; F=67) (M=166; F-_166)
Ste. Ni£o ,'-."..9. B 34.4 -'._9.5 28.3
• "" F=166) (M=5,'_ F=55) (M=136_ F=163) (M--67; F=:56) (h=ID_;
eComputations are limited to individuals engaged in household
activitiest corresponding n_mbers of males and females in parentheses.
_Computations include all individuals whether or not they parti-
cipate in housework; corresponding nLhmbers of male_ and females in
parentheses.
husbands probably delegate some of their share of housework to sons or
other single males of the household. Earlier comparisons showed single
and married men in Candelaria to put in some 14o5 hours each to
housework, whereas in the mole urbanized communities, husbands put in
substantially more time to housework (19 to 21 hours) than single men
do (10 to 11 hours). Rural wives_ then, are more likely to get house-
hold assistance from husbands and sons in relatively equal amounts.
On the other hand, urban wives tend to be assisted in housework more
by husb,%nds (and daughters, and perhaDs by extended kin or domestic
l_ip) than by sons, who probably are encouraged to enter higher
education or formal _mplo_rment.
Participation in _larket Activities
Comparisons on the time allocation of women 5nd men in economic-
ally gainful activit2f _ limited bv definition to the working individualsMiraiao Ig80 -_a,,-,
in the se_ple. As stated e ar!ier, the s_pling proceduresmede possible
the inclusion in equal numbers of single working males and females in
the three communities. However, because husbands in the study popula-
tions tended to be working and wives not, atte;_pts at arriving at equal
numbers of working married males and females did not work too well.
Thus the proportion of working husbands in the sample reaches over 95
percent in all the co_munities_ _hereas the proportion of _ives working
is about 50 percent in Sta. Cruz and Sto. Ni_o, and 19 percent in
Candelaria. This unevenness in the proportions of working husbands and
-working wives may limit to a certain extent, the comparisons made _mong
the _rried respondents. Also avsilab!e from the survey, however, ar_
data on the _uount of time respondents Spend on other income-producing
activities near or around their homes. Analysis of time-use patterns
in this type of economic activity is undertaken for all individuals
involved in food- or income-augmenting work.
Participation in gainful employment
Data on the respondents' gainful employment indicate sex differ-
ences in occupations and in the amount of time devoted to market work.
A disaggreqation of the male and fem_le occupations in the study
(Table 6), again ].end ready s_pport to earlier findings regarding the
predominance of females in sales and professional occupations, and of
men in farming, in transport and communication, and in managerial
occupations. As might be expected/however , there are differences in
occupational types _mong the rural and urbanizing communities (see
Tables A3 and A:I). In rural Cande!aria and transitional Sta. Cruz,
most working males (whether single or married) are en_aged in farming,
while their counterparts in urban Sto. t_i_o are mostly craftsmen or
production _orkers in _arln± ....s shoe industry. The participation of
fern.los in sales occupations is 5hewn substantial in _!i three commu-
nities, n!thcugh female participaticn (especialli, single female) in
service c, ccuvations and in crafts and production increases notice-_bly
in the more urban communities.Miralao 1980:20
T_ble 6. Respondents by occupation and by sex and marital status
(January-March 1979)
Males Females
Occupation group Single Married Single Married
Professional, technical, 5.1% 5.4% 25.0% 14.1%
and related workers (5)4 (2_) _ (25) (28)
Administrative, executive_ 6.1 6.2 1.0 4.6
and related workers (6) (30) (I) (9)
Clerical workers 3.0 3.1 13.0 3.0
(3) (15) (13) (6)
Sales _;orkers 9.1 9.3 17.0 41.9
(9) (45) (17) (83)
Farmers, fishermen_ and 29.1 33._ 4.0 7.1
related workers (2q) (163) (4) (14)
Transport and communicaticn 10.1 10.7 - -
workers (10) (52)
Craftsmen and production 20.2 20.3 16_0 22.2
process _,7orkers (20) (101) (16) (44)
?7orkers and laborers_ 7.1 3.5 2.0 0.5
n°e.c. (7) - (17) (2) (I)
Service, sports, and _0.I 7.4 22.0 6.6
recreation workers (10) (36) (22) (13)
Total 99.9% !00.0% 100o0% 100.0%
(99) (485) (100) (.198)
_ (R is unemp!oved) (100) (13) (100) (300)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the n,/mber of respondents.Miralao 1980:21
The average number of houa-s men and _omen devote to market work
and the proportion of women's to men's market time are given in
Table 7. On the whole, the data show single women to spend the most
time in market work; single men, the least time. The disparity between
single women's and single men's market time is most apparent in the
more urban communities where unmarried women put in the equivalent of one
and one-third the single men's time in the market. The longer work
hours of the young urban women derive partly from the popularit Z of
sales and service occupations among single girls. A considerable
number of the single female respondents in _ta. Cruz and Stoo Ni_o
(30 percent and 35 percent, respectively) are storekeepers or _arket
• vendors, housemaids, cooks, or kitchen helpers. These women are
employed in business establishments where work hours are variablef
and where employers tend to prefer the services of unmarried women
(see Pa!abrica-Coste!lo and Costello 1979) o
The market time-inputs of married men do not differ markedly
among the communities, the 50-to-51-hour workweek of husbands in the
Z_mbales communities increasing only by another 4 hours in Sto. Ni£o,
_arikina. A 10-hour difference, however_ is observed between the
market time-inputs of rural working wives (42 hours) and transitional/
urban working wives (52 houra), possibly reflecting less opportunities
for gainful employment in the rural area, or a greater need for wives
to engage in market work in the urbanizing communities. Consequently,
the wives' share of market work is lowest in rural Candelariap where
working wives put in the equivalent of 83 percent of their _ale
counterparts _ time in the market. In transitional $ta. Cruz and _rban
Sto. Ni£o on the other hand, wives' market time roughly equals that
of husbands, with the proportion of wives: time to husbands' time
slightly higher in the transitional area (i06 percent) _ and slightly
lower in the urban area (95 percent). This relatively equal market
participation of husbands and _ives is obtained because the market-
time comparisons sho_m in Table 7 are restricted to working wives and
working husbands. Expectediy, ho_ver, when the greater number ofMiralao 1950:22
Table 7. Average amount of time (h0urs/week) spent by male and female
respondents on market work_ and nroDortion women's to men's market
time by community and marital status (January-March 1979)
• , • . , _ ,J
Single Married
Males Females Males Females
ao No. of hours/week ,"
_ Candelaria 46.6 •50.5 50.6 42.2
(33)* (33) (163) (91)
Sta. Cruz 47.6 63°0 50.5 52.3-
(33) (34) (158) (86)
Sto_ Nifio 40.6 54.6 54.5 52.0
(33) (33) (161) (78)
b. Women's time as .a percent
of men_s time
Candelaria 108.2% 83.3%
Sta° Cruz 132.3% 103.7%
Sto. _i_o 134.6% 95.4%
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of working
individuals.
nonworking wives (300) aid the few cases (13) of nonworking husbands
in the sample are taken into account, the proportional share of
wives _ market work dreps to 57 percent and 46 p&rcent of husbands'
work in Sta. Cruz and Sto. Nino, and to only 16 percent in rural
Candelaria. No similar changes in market time shares between single
men and single women are expected because of _he equal representation
of market and nonmarket participants among single respondents.
Incomes from work
A reference is made here to the income respondents derive from
paid e_plo_ent since their income or wa_es provide a ready indicationMiralao 1980:23
Of their returns from market Work. Disaggregation of the respondents _
average monthly income by occupational category and by sex and marital
status (Table 8) shows males receiving consistently higher wages than
females in all occupational categories. Results from similar disaggre-
gations in each of the communities (see Tables A5 and A6) are generally
consistent with this finding_ except for a few cases in urban Sto.
Ni_o, where working wives in professional occupations, and single women
in production work receive higher wages on the average than their
respective male counterparts. Although male and female incomes are
disaggreqated in the table by occupational category, it is generally
admitted that broad occupational classifications still mark consider-
able differences in the nature of women's and men's market work. In
the sales occupational category for instance, where substantial
differences obtain in male and female earnings, males are usually in
formal emplcyment (i_e_g company salesmen or insurance agents), and
females in informal or self-employment. Rather than Suggest outright
sex-discrimination in wages therefore_ differences in male and female
earnings reflect the tendency for women to enter lower-level and lower-
paying occuDationsp which in turn is a function of the sex-typing in
jobs built into or 4erived from cultural sex role definitions.
_en overall average moDthly incomes are compared across subgroups,
married men are shown to earn the highest incomes, followed by married
women, single men, and finally by single women° Since married respond i
ants are generally older than single respondents (see Table At), their
higher incomes may be attributed to their longer'participation in the
labor force compared to the young single respondents. It probably
should be noted_ however_ that average incomes in all subgroups are low
(_306 to _469 per month) _ considering that, with the exception of urban
single males (who put in the equivalent of a conventional full-time
workweek) r all other groups worhed mere than 40 hours per week. A
comnarison of the market time-inputs and the income leveis of the
employed resnondents suggests a pattern of labor underutilization,
where individuals devote long working hours to low productivity orMiralao 1980:24
T_Cole 8. Average monthly incomes of employe d respondents by occupa-
tional category and by sex and marital status (January-March 1979)
.... -- .. , ,. .
Occupational Single Married
c_tegory Males Femnles Males Females
Professional #1,035.00 _ 491.00 _ 777.42 _ 705,13
(5)4 C23) _ (31) (30)
Administrative 66S.00 £50.00 988.10 651,50
(5) (1) (31) (10)
-Clerical 567.80 616.60 854.81 541.60
{4) (14) (16) (5)
Sales 367.80 275.60 573.,_I 370.16
(9) (i6) (46) (81)
Farmers 185.10 88.00 212.42 209.57
(27) (4) (164) (!4)
Transport/co_mtu_ication 375.40 - 538.06 -
(10) (50)
Craftsmen 277.90 250.10 478,48 276,34
(21) (16) (94) (44)
[7orkers/laborers 282.30 317.50 530.47 280.00
• (7) (2). (17) , (I)
Service 216.90 144.50 478.15 287 o83
(10) (2"%) (33) (12)
All _ 335.00 _ 306.50 == 471.00 _ 402.00
, (98) (100) (482) (197)
_A/DK (I) - (3) ( I)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the nun_er 0f respondents.Miralao 1980.25
underpaid activities (Hauser 1973). More afflicted by this type of
undere_ploy_..ent are rural respondents who are shown to earn less than
their transitional or urban counterparts (see Tables A4 and A5); and
women, who earn less than their male counterparts. Particularly
afflicted_ howeverp are single working women who spend even more time at




Like housework, the involvement of individuals in a number of
activities, like the raising of food crops'and _imals in one's back-
yard, is not usually reported as economically gainful work, since these
activities do not add directly to household •cash incomes, if some
income is achieved from these activities (as insmall-scale vegetable/
poultry/livestock raising for the market), incomes from these are•
either minimal or irregular that they are missed in systems of income
_ccounts. _onetheless, "production for consumption" activities are
recognized to reduce household purchase requirements; and "small-scale"
production for th_ _rket, to augmen_ incomes from regular and paid
_mployment.
The average amount of time spent on these activities and the
_umber of individuals engaged in these are not shown to differ as much
_y sex and marital status, as by type of community (Table 9).
_xpectedly, the incidence of respondents engaging in these activities
in the urban co_unity is _inimal, and _he few cases appearing in
_rb_n Sto. Ni£o do net make for further meaningful gender comparisons.
_he n_ber of individuals participating in this type of economic
_ctivity, however, increases noticeably in the Zambales comm_mities,
_ith the incidence of f _" " _ _a__iclo_ _on higher in all male-female categories
[or r_ral Cande!aria (33 percent to 69 percent) th_n for transitional
_ta. Cruz (30 percent to i%5 percent). Most active in these productiw_
_ctivities are the husbands_ and particularly the wives in Cande!aria,Miralao 1980 :25
Table 9. Average amount of Lime (hours/week)spent on other productive
activities by community, sex, and marital status (January-March 1979)
Single ]_rried
Co,unity Male Female Male Female
Candelaria 4.6 5.4 6.9 10.5
(45%)* (33%) ' (60%) (69%)
Sta. Cruz 9.0 7.3 7.3 8.1
(38) (30) (45) (57)
_Sto. NiSb 6.7 51.7 7.9 2.1
(6) (I) (5) (6)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the percentage of individuals
engaged in other productive work.
who are shown to devote 7 hours and 11 hours, respectively, to this
kind of work. This finding is consistent with the greater insuffi-
ciency of household incomes fotlnd in the rural area, leading households
to seek other means of &ugmentin_ these. The finding is also in accord
with the reported high participation of women in economic activities in
subsistence and peasant communities (Boserup 1970 and Ahuja 1979).
t
An examination of the types of other productive work respondents
engage in also do not show peculiar sex-typing of other productive
work. In the f!arikina communit_!, this work is limite4 to the raising
of pigs. In the Za.n_bales communities, both the r_ising of pigs and
I
poultry are popular, and so is backyard vegetable gardening--made
oossible by the generally bigger home lots in the provinces and rural
areas, and perhaps encouraged by more intensely pursued government
piggery and other income-generating programs in these areas.
Time-Use Patterns
The absolute number of hours respondents devote to all the
domestic and economic activity-requirements 0_ the household are shownMiraiao 1980:27
in Figures I-3 (for exactamounts of time, see Table A7). The figures
do not add much more to what has already been said about time alloca-
tion among single respondents. Single women generally devote more
hours to the combined domestic and economic needs of households,
although fewer hours in domestic activities tend to be expected of
single working respondents, whether female or male, than of their
nonworking counterparts.
The figures are more instructive of the conditions of husbands
and wives in traditional arrangements (i.e., wher_ husbands engage in
market work, and wives not), as against arrangements where both husband
am d wife engage in market work. In all three communities, employed or
working wives devote considerably less time (16 to 25 hours less) to
domestic activities than the traditional housewives° They also get
relatively more assistance from their husbands in household activities
than nonworking wives. Despite these, working wives in all communities
end up with the highest amount of time-inputs to the combined activities
of the household. In rural Cande!aria, working wives spend 20 hours
more per week at house, market, and other productive work than their
husbands. Corresponding figures for transitional Sta. Cruz and urban
Sto. i_iHo respectively show working wives to devote 30 and 23 hours
more to the s_me activities than their husbands° In con£rast, tradi-
tional arrangements show nonworking wives to spend about the same
amount of time as their husbands do to activities needed by the
household. In rural Candelaria and urban Sto. _i_o, husbands' overall
time-inputs exceeded slightly their nonworkinq _ives' inputs by 4
hours, while in Sta. Cruz, nonworkinq wives' time surpassed slightly
the husbands' by some 3 hours. The traditional arrangement then
indicates a clearer trade-off in men's nuarket work and women's
housework--eq_a! in time though different in domains.
Based on quantitative measures of men's and women's time--use, it
may be argued (on relatively objective grounds), that women ar_ dis-
advantaged in either traditional or nontraditional conjugal arrangements.
Although involved in a wider field of activities, wives in nontraditionalMiralao 1980:28
Figure I. Average amount ofl time (hours/week) spent on various
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Figure 2. Aver_.l-_m0unt of time (hours/week) spent on various
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Fig_Lre 3. Average _ount of time (hours/week) spent on various
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arrangements carry most of-the burden of household activity-requirementso
On the other hand, _yhi!e spared the double-dose of home and market
work9 wives in traditional arrangements perform role_ that are much
more narrowly defined, and they are excluded access to domains outside
o_ the household° But it is not usually the case, that women (or men)
view their own positions in these terms. Conjugai relationships are
characterized more typically by cooperation between wives and husbands0
who work within their respective roles or in other capacities in which
they are able to contribute to the household. Studies on working _
• women, for instance, indicate wives to view their market worh as an
extension of their wife/helpmate roles (_iepmeier and Adkins 1973_
Licuanan and Gonzalez 1976),suggesting that working wives, perhaps,
are unmindful of their and" their husbands' unequal working hours.
_ether or not a structure of inequality is perceived to underlie the
traditional sexual division of iabor_ or the double burden of _Jomen's
house and market work is dependent, thus, on prevailing sex-role
ideologies or community norms (_%ite and Hastuti 1980), and on women's
and men's private preferences for traditional or nontraditional role
....assignments.
It is widely recognized that several methodological difficulties
surround the study of sex-role (and other) preferences, including the
tendency for individuals to state socially acceptable responses (i.e.,
influenced by prevailing sex-role norms), rather than their own personal
values or preferences. There are available from the survey, however,
some attitudinal data suggestive of women's prefirences, and are
pr@sented here for whatever insights these may add to the analysis of
women's conditions. For the unemployed wives, these data include
their attitudes toward working _.zives, their desire to enter the labor
force, their job preferences and their reasons for choosing a particular
job. For the working wives_ the data include, likewise, their attitudes
toward women who work outside of the home, _heir desire for mor_ hours
9f market werk or for changing jobs_ and their reasons for wanting to
change occupations. Based on these data, ene would expect that_ralao 1980:32
nonworking wives who would like to enter paid employment are less
content with the traditional housewife role than those who would not.
Similarly, _Lmong working wives, those not desiring more hours of
market work, and those desiring a change in jobs (probably to occupa-
tions requiring lighter tasks) may be those who feel more the burden
of their long hours of work.
- Nonworking wives' desires for
employment
A majority of the nonworking wives in the three co_unities tend
to favor women who work outside of the home and would like to be
working themselves. But there are more housewives wanting a job for
themselves (76 percent to 87 percent, see Table I0)_ than housewives
expressing approval for working women (54 percent to 61 percent).
The reason for this discrepancy is not ascertain_31e from the data,
although one suspects that there are some housewives who would rather '
not work, except that the insufficiency of household incomes may prompt
them to desire work.
_-_en asked what jobs they would like to have if they were given
the opportunity, most housewives reported wanting to enter sales,
crafts or factory work. An examination of the detailed Occupations
which respondents desire suggests that housewives tailor their job
aspirations to the employment opportunities in their area, and perhaps,
to their ot-;ncapacities. In r,ara! Candelaria, house_;ives aspiring for
sales occupations would like to engage in small-scale buy-and-sell
operations of dry goods, or the chance to sell fish and vegetables in"
the market. Sta. Cruz poblacion housewives, on the other hand, desire
to become sari-sari (variety) store o\_ners or salesgirls; and in urban
Sto. Ni£o, many of the house_ives _o desire factory work would like
to land in various jobs re!_ted to the manufacture of shoes a/%d bags.
Because the _rofile of their job choices indicate housewives to aspire
for relatively lower-level occupations, one would suspect that housewives
are Drimarily interested in having the opport,mnity to earn money.Miralao 1980:33
T-_ble 10. Selected d----{,on unemployed wives' views on women's and
_h_ir own employment hi_ cc_.u_nity (January-March 1979)
C_ndelaria Sta. Cruz Sto. NiS.o
.%- Percent _r_/-_
-- _ ...... 7;' ....
favoring ?_ives workir_c
eutside _f the ln.:-;_
Favors %zomen wor'-a*._.':g 61% 54% 56%
(52) _' (.53) (48)
Does not favor wc.--___n 39 15 40
working (53 ) ,_,r _ ,_ (3,! )




Desires a job 74% 76% '37%
(100) (61) (7_)
Does not desir_ = == job 26 2#,. 13
(35) (i9) (11)
c. Job Preferred by
nenworkinq wives _
"hire-collar (pro.f_s=_ional,
_ 5% 12% 16% administrative : _ uV-_-
visory, cleric a!_ (5) (7) (12)
-_l<:s 29 52 12
(29) (32) (9)
_lue-c,_llar (crafts, 34 26 6C,
factory work) (94) (16) (47)
-_ervlces 19 10 8
(19) (6) (6)Miralao 1980:34
Table 10 (cont°d.)
Candelaria Sta. Cruz Sto. Ni_o
Farm 12% - -
(12)
'/
NA I - -
(I)
Total 100% 100% 100%
(100) (61) (74)
NAP (not desiring a job) (35) (19) (11)
d_ Reasons for job prefe_enc_e
Acquire money/improve
financial standing 14% ,_18% 34%
of family (14) (11) (25)
Job in line with R's
training/profession/
suits/fulfills R's 74 63 38
interests (74) (38) (28)
To gain knowledge/ - 3 10
experience (2) (7)
Avoid boredom/go places/ 5
change of work (4)
Job offers security of
tenure/good working
conditions/requires 11 16 12
'minimal working hours (11) (I0) (9)
None/_ I - I
(1) (1)
Total 100% 100% 100%
(100) (61) (7,t)
HAP (not desiring a job] (35) (1.9) (11)
*Figures in 9arentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980:35
Surprisingly, however, _dne-financial remuneration attached to specific
jobs does not emerge as the dominant reason behind [qomen_s choice of
jobs. Of the housewives desiring work, only a third in Sto. Ni_o and
less than a fifth in Sta. Cruz and Candelaria mention financial
reasons for their job choices. A greater proportion of housewives in
the three communities (48 percent to 74 percent) Chose a _articular
job because this is in line with their training or with _That they know,
the job suits their interests, and gives them the chance to gain
knowledge and experience_ or avoid boredom. Still others (1i percent
to 16 percent) chose jobs that were perceived to offer security of
tenure and good working conditions or torequire minimal working hours.
Based on the houshwives _ responses then, it would appear that a substan-
tial number may not exactly prefer a traditional housewife role.
Most housewives would like to enter work. Many of them also _robably
recognize that they have other skills/capacities they would like to
make use of, or other interests that they would like to pursue.
Working _ives' desires for additional/
other emp!o3anent
Of interest in the working wivep' responses is the greater varia-
tion found across com_munities_ although the area of comparisons may be
limited by the fewer cases of YTorking wives in rural Candelaria
compared to the two other communities (see Table 11). Expectedly, 1
I
there arW more working than nonwor}:inc wives favoring women's entry in
paid emplo_vment (62 percent to 81 percent); but the proportion of i
working wives not f:avoring _omen of their own kind (i.e., at work) is
substantially higher in the :_ore urban communities (33 percent to 38
percent) than in rural Candelaria (16 percent). In addition, whereas
63 percent of _he rural Working wives desire more hours of m_rket workj I
about an equal proportion of the poblacion, and about three-fourths of [
the urban working wives want no additiona!hours of work. since earlier
time-use comparisons showed working wives in the more urban ccmmunities
to devote longer hours at home and market work; the l_wer proportion ofMiralao 1980:36
Table 11. Selected data dn _mployed wives' views on women's employ-
ment and their desires for additional/other employment by cormmunity
(J_nuary-March 1979)
Candelaria Sta. Cruz Sto. Ni_o
a o Percent favoring/not
favoring wives working
outside of the home
Favors w_en working 81% 66% 62%
(25) * (57) (50)
Does not favor _men 16 33 38
working (5) (28) (31 )




Desires :.%ore work 63% 38% 23%
(19) (31) (19)
Does not desire more 37 62 77
work (11) (51 ) (62)
c. Percent desiring/not
d_esiring a change in job
Desires change in jobs 58% 42% 54%
(18) (36) (44)
Does not desire a change 36 58 46
in job (11) (5.0) (37)
d. Type of job_preferred by
working wives
_nite-eollar (professional,
a_ministrative _ super- 23% 31% 34%
visory, cleri cal) (4) (11 ) (15)
Sales 22 39 34
(4) {14) (15)
Bl_e-collar (crafts: 23 17 27
factory _rk) (4) (6) (I2)!_iralao 19%0:37
Table 11 (cont'd.)
Cande!aria Star Cruz Sto. Ni£o
Services 2_ - 9% -
(5) (3)
Farm 6 3 2
(1) (1) (1)
NA - - 2
(i)-
Total 102% £8% 99%
(18) (36) (44)
NAP (not desiring a job) (13) (50) (37)
e. Reason for job preference
Acquire money/improve 28% 25% 34%
financial st_m_ding (5) (9) (15)
Practice profession/make
use of training/fulfill
interests (that's my 61 39 30
line, principles) (11) (14) (13)
Gain knowledge/gain 2
experience (I)
Avoid boredom/go places/ 3 ,%
change work .. (I) (2)
Work offers security
(tenure), involves
less working 11 33 30
conditions (2) (12) (13)
Total 100% 100% 100%
(18) (36) _44)
ND_ D (not desiring a job) (13) (S0) (37) "
"i
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980:38
working wives desiring additional hours of work in Sta. Cruz and Sto.
NiHo may be consistent with their already high time-inputs in domestic
and economic activities. On the other hand, the lower overall time-
inputs of the Cande!aria working wives may explai n partly why a greater
number of them desire more hours of work.
Over half of the working wives in Cande!aria (58 percent) and
Sto. Ni_o (54 percent) and 42 percent of those in Sta. Cruz would like
to have a different occupation. Of those wanting to change jobs,
about as many working wives aspire for white collar (23 percent to 3_
-percent) as those for sales occuioations (22 percent to 39 percent,
Table 11). Rural and transitional _.;orking wives claim preferring jobs
that are more in line with their training and interests, while financial
reasonS are slightly moresalient in the urban wives _ choice of ar_other
job. In both the transitional and urban communities, however, about a
third of the working wives desire other jobs dnat would offer better
working conditions and security of tenurep or that would require less
working hours. A variety of reasons may account for the working wives'
desires to change emplo_nent. Among the reasons suggested by the data
-- are the working wives' aspirntions for more lucrative occupations and
less exhausting work, perhaps in response to the already heavy time-
demands imposed by their hem%and market activity.
Time-Use Data as Measures of Men's
and Women's Roles
The foregoing analysis on the sexes' use of time reveal patte_hs
thit ar_ generally in keeping with earlier findings regarding sox-role
allocations. Time-use data appear to indicate eff_ctiveiy the sex-
typing in domestic and economic activities, the sexual divis±on _of
labor in traditional household arrangements, and the double-burden of
,_rk imposed on wcmen once they _ctively engage in market work_
In addition, time-use data also provide a system for monitoring
the pessibie i_act of develooment on men's and women's roles. FindingsMiralao 1980:39
worth mentioning in this re_ard include the tendency for moderniza-
tion to elaborate on _:female _' household activities and to reduce
_e necessity of the t_ically _male" tasks in the household; and
the tendency for the change process to increase disproportionately the
single workin$ women's ti_e in die market compared to their single
male counterparts. /
More important, time-use data provide a systen for monitoring
the work shares and the participation of men and women in various
fields of activities. Measured in terms of effort or tine-inputs,
-the findings indicate men and women to expend the s_ae time for the
needs of the household (though in different domains) only in tradi-
tional arrangements, _nere menWs market time equals women's housework
time. In all other conditions, women's total production time ten,to
be higher than men's. _ong nonworking single respondents, women
contribute more to household activities than men. Among employed
single respondents_ women devote more time to either housework or
market work them men; and _mong households where both men and women
engage in .market work, women spend more time at housework than men,
and devote an equal time to market activity as men. The findings
indicate the disproportional work shares of the sexes to stem largely
from the unequal shares of men and women of housework. _he findings
also suggest that identifying work shares requires both a comparable
measure of participation as time-use, and an analysis of time-use
patterns .among comparable male and female su_bgrOups.
There still _em_ains several conceptual and methodological issues
surrounding the translation of time-use data as measures of women's
.and men's contributions to the household. For reasons mentioned in _he
first cbapter_ the study limits itself to a comparison of the time or
effort men and women exert in activities, leaving aside questions
surrounding the productivity of time spent in housep market, or other
work. On the assumption that time-allocation data provide useful
inf_rn_ TM_-.--___ on an asoect_ or a dimension of the sexes' contributions to
the household, a review of some of the methodological issues in time
allocation studies aav be appropriate here.Miralao 1980:40
Noted first are difficulties in assessing the accuracy of the
F_mounts of time women and men devote to various work, owing to
different time frames and methods of data collection employed in various
studies. More typically, time allocation data are gathered through
daily record keeping among a limited number of households rather than
through interviews in larger-scalesurveys, sugh differences in data
collection affect the _bsolute amounts of time women and men devote
to activities and more critically, the estimations of the sexes' pro-
portional shares of house and market work. The survey finding the%men
devote less time to the activity requirements of the household finds
support in n_nlber of other studies (lllo 1977; King-Quizon 1976).
But a verification of the study findings on the magnitudes of differ-
ences in male and female _ork shares, and of the directions of changes
in men's and women's use of time (lee., along rural-urban gradients)
would require additional studies using comparable methodologies.
A review of the checklist of activities employed in other house-
hold time allocation studies also indicate sex biases in checklists to
affect estimations of women's and men's use of time. Guino's (1980)
_ analysis of time-allocation data in Central Luzon households, for
instance, shows men to contribute more to household maintenance than
women, perhaps because maintenance activities in his study included
(in addition to gathering firewood) the provision for work animals,
and house and equipment repairs that _re typically undertaken by males.
.i
In contrast, no similar category of housework was included in the
current study; nor was a category for "fishing/iatching animals"--_
cateqory also included in Guino's "provision" activities, it appears
that Guino's study, which found _omen overall to contribute 40 percent
to the activities of the household-and men 60 percent, may have employed
a checklist biased toward male activity_ whil_ the present study m_y
have employed one biased toward women's work.
Finally, other analyses, includinc GuLno_s and those that have
been done on the Agro-.Economic _urvey of Indonesia (Wiqna, suryanata,
._nd.._._ite 1980; White and Hastuti 1980) suggest the possibility ofEIiralao 1980:41
employing time-allocation Hata to get at women's and men's participa-
tion in the wider Come-unity. Based on the assumption that households
require not onl_ the Conduct of domestic and economic activities but
also the maintenance of other interhousehold and co._munity relations,
checklists may well be expanded to cover items of this kind. Guino's
time-use checklist, for ex_mpler contains a category for "community
and social tasks for the benefit of the sitio, barrio or poblacion, '_
and another, for exchange labor. The checklist of the Indonesian
survey is even more detailed on the mattern including categories for
communal labor_ mutual aidn and attendance to public works, school
and religious programs and activities. Time-allocation data, then,
may provide information that can complement men's and women's me_uber-
ship in organizations, or other measures of their participation in
community activities.!II. PART!CIPATIO_ _,IN COMML_ITY ORGA/_!ZATIOM
The integration of the population in the development •process is fre-
quently examined in terms of people's ability to influence public or
community affairs. Community erganizations are seen as the more co_,_on
vehicles through which individuals articulate their vie_oints and
ensure that broader social and political decisions redound to their
own benefit or interests. Such community organizations may consist of
formal or informal structures that bear upon the day-to-day conditions
of people's lives.
It is widely acknowledged that as in the economic spherer, men
dominate the sphere of public or community activity, i{en's designation
as "head of the household" makes them automaticellv the household
representative in social, political, and ceremonial activity. They
are also shown to occupy most of national and local government positions,
and to assume leadership in economic, sociocivic, and other types of
local or community organizations.
Available studies in the Philippines consistently show women's
limited participation and access to structures of public power.
Suggesting women's insignificant influence in national affairs are
Carroll's (1965) study on entrepreneurs, which found only five women
out of 92 top corporate managers identified in the 1960s; and Makil_s
(1970; 1975) studies on national influentials, which showed only seven
women out of the 170 influentials cited in _970, and nine women out of
the 140 influentials mentioned in !975. At the local level, other
studies (Licuanan and Gonza!ez 1976; Gonza!ez and Ho!Insteiner 1976;
Illo 1977_ variously indicate less than a third or a third of women to
be m@_bers of local co_nunity organizations. These studies also show
women's membership to concentrate in info__mal neig_hborhood groups, and
religious and sociocivic organizations associated with nutrition,
beautification campaigns; and other similar concerns usually delegated
to housewives.
42Miralao 1980:43
Survey interviews fo_ the present study included questions on
women's and men's involvement in community organizations in order to
elicit information which might be compared with reported trends on
women's invoivement in the Wider community. The data gathered in the
survey permit comparison along such areas as the extent of male and
female membership in community associations; the sex-typing in organi--
zations; men!s and women:s reasons for joining organizations; and the
extent of their involvement in organizational functions and activities.
_fhile sex differences in co_m_nity participation remain a primary focus
in the comparisons, special attention (as in earlier analyses), is
againgiven to differences associated with marital and employment
status, on the assumption that these factors are likely to influence
the predisposition and ability of individuals to engage in community
activities.
Membership in Cor_munity Organizations
The proportions of individuals in the various male and female
subgroups who report membership in at least one co,unity organization
are presented in Table 12o 2 Immediately apparent from the table is the
hi_er proportion of respondents from rural Candelaria who are members
of organizations, regardless of sex, marital, and employment status.
Further, membership in organizations decreases systematically in
transitional Sta. Cruz and urban Sto. Ni_o. An examination of organi-
zational membership in the three co_unities (Tables A8-AI0) provides
some explanation for this unexpected, if somewhat discrepant, finding.
First, it is noted that among single respondents, the Kabataang
Barangay (.KB) registers higher levels of membership in the Za_ales
2Cases of individuals claiming membership in two or more associa-
tions are too few to warrant further analysis on n_mber of organizations
joined by respondents°Mir a_aQ ...I 98"0:44
comm_nlty T:%ble 12. RisP_nd_-_ts:: _-_porhing membership in at least o_%e "_
organization by _x, marit_l..t and employment status and by community
('January-March 1979)
R4s_ondent £ype Candelaria Sta. Cruz Sto. Ni_o
Nonworking single males 41% 2.7% 24%
_"" (14/34) * (9/33) (8/33)
Working single males 42 30 18
(14/33) (10/33) (6/33)
Nonworking single females 58 36 26
(I9/33) (12/33 ) (9/34)
v '.
Working single females 51 35 15
(17/33) (12/34) (5/33)
.Working wives 45 37 33
(I4/31) (32/86) (27/81)
Nonworking wives 39 I0 !8
(53./135) (8180) (-15185)
'.'_usbands (generally working) 46 46 35
(76./166) (77/I 66) (59/166)
*Actual number of members over n_,mber of individuals in the
subs _u_ple.
communities (21 percent in Candelaria and 10 percent in Sta. Cruz) than
in urban Sto. Ni_o (4 percentS. __mong married respondents, the Parents-
Teachers' Association (PTA) generally claims more ,me_ers among wives
and" husbands in _Jra! Candelaria (23 percent of wives and 2! percent
of husbands) th_n in more modern Sta. Cruz (7 percent wives; 10 percent
husbands) and Sto_ [_i_o (12 percent wives: 5 percent husbands).
_hen membership in the K_bataang _arangay is excluded in the
analysis, the levels of organizational ne_bership among single respond-
ents drops s_bstantially (T_le 13). Differences in organizational
me_.mbership bet_,_een single male and single female respondents als_ do notMiralao !980:45
Table 13. Respondents reporting me_bership in an organization other
than the 9_ or _he ETA by sex, marital status,' and community
(January-March 1979)
Respondenttype Candelaria Eta. Cruz Sto. Ni_o
Single males 17% 2.1% 16%
(I2/67) * (14/66) (I1/56)
Single females 36 23 16
(24/66) (16/67 ) (11/67 )
[,,lives 17 16 13
(29/1660 (2 _q/166 ) (22/166)
Hush ands 24 35 30
(4.I/I66) (59/166) (51/166)
*Actual number of members over number of individuals in the
subsample.
appear significant except in rural Candelaria where there are twice as
manysingle women joining organizations as single men. On the other
hand, the exclusion of membership in Parents-Teachers: Associations
reveals more interesting patterns for married respondents. ,Table 13
consistently shows a lower percentage of wives (than husbands) joining
community organizations (other _an the PTA) in the three communities.
Differences in the nur_,_berof wives and husbands joining organizations
also become more marked in the transitional and urban corxnunities, where
more than twice as many husbands (tha_n wives) are found me,mbers of
associations. Based on this set of data, it would seem that both
marriage and urbanization depress women's participation in more
voluntary types of organizations.
Emplo?_ent _nd Organization Membership
The data do not indicate market _mplogment to exert_any iafluence
on the organizational membership of single respondents in _he ZambalesMiralao 1980:46
communities (T_)le 12). This may be attributed partly to the greater
tendency _mong the unemployed respondunts (than a_ong the employed)
in these areas to join (or be enlisted in) the Kabataang Barangay.
In urban Ste. Ni_o, %zhere participation in this youth organization is
minimal, employment is shown to depress slightly the single respond-
ents' participation in local associations. Although the exclusion of
Kabataang Barangay members may, as in earlier analysist provide
different results, the remaining number of cases in the studv (after
excluding _KB members) are much too limited to allow further analysis
on the effect of emp!o_Rnent on the sing!e respondents _ inclinations to
join organizations.
But the data on married respondents suggest patterns more in
keeping with the expectation that participation in economic activity
facilitates one's entry and participation in other extradomestic
domains. Table 12 shows that reg&rdless of community, the husband-
respondents (who are generally working) are more like!v to be members
of community Organizations than wives; and that employed wives are
more likely to be members of organizations than unemployed wives.
An examination of the nature of organizations joined by respond-
ents (Table 14) further shows husbands to engage in a greater variety
of organizations than wives. _'_i!e Parents-Teachers' Associations
• claim a substantial percentage of husband organization members (29
percent)_ more of them (31 percent) actually join other organizations
related to their work (i.e., farmers' associations, cooperatives •
organized in their place of Work, and l_=]oor unions_ among others).
A considerable percentage of them (I_ percent) are also active in local
government organizations _=. the B_-rangay Tanod and the Samahang B_ran_y.
Compared to husbemds_ there are more _:orking wives who _re members
of the PTA (3£ percent), although many of them also belong to religious"
associations (19 percent) and to other occugation/work-related organiza-
tions (16 percent). Occumaticn-re!_ted •associations similarly claim the
larger per.Q_of the orq_nizationa! me.._ubership of sihgl_, worhing











































































































































































































































































































































































































26 percent of the single working women respondents are active also in
neighborhood groups, whereas another 23 percent of their male counter-
parts are members of the Kabataang Barangay.
In contrastg Table 14 sho_qs one dominant organization in the
organizational membership of nonworking respondents. Fifty-five percent
of the single nonworking males and 50 percent of the nonworking females
_ho join organizations are members of the K_ata_ng Barangay, Most of
the unemployed married women who join organizations, on the other hand,
join the local PTA (55 percent). _hese comparisons suggest that market
_..employment affects one's mei..abership in organizations and, consequently
perhaps_ also one's acces_ to other resources in the co_unity.
Sex-Typing in Co_muni_v Orgemizations and
Keasons for Joining .Organizations
Alluded to in the earlier discussion is the tendency for women
and men to join divergent types of organizations. A clearer picture
of the sex-typing of community organizations emerges in Table 15o Of
in£erest is the support the data offer to the segregation of women's
domestic and men_s economic roles. Close to a third of the female
organization members belong to P_As; suggesting some continuity in
women's maternal functions a_d organizational membership. P_ile work-
related and religious associatiens also claim over a tenth each of
female organization members, women's involvement in the_e associations
_erives from the membership of employed women in organizations of these
kinds. One might ex_.ect special women's organizations, like the Mother_
Club and the Balikatan sa _aun!aran, to c!ain also a substantial numJJer
of female organization members. But it appears that these organizations
may have been too few or too new to have attracted a foll_inG among
the women respondents in the study sites°
In contrast, men's organization membership appears consistent
with their economic or provider _oles. Qccupation or work-related
associations claim the larger percentage (28 percent) of male members.Miralao 1980:50
Table 15o Types of crg-anization joined by female and male respondents
(January-_arch 1979)
Organization type Female T_iale
Occupation or work-related organiza-
tions (S_mahang _]ayon, other
cooneratives, labor _nions_ mar]_et




Barangay, Barangay T{nod, 8 !2
Ladies Brigade) (17) (32)
Y_bataang Barangay 10 !0
(23) (26)
Parents-Teachers' Association 31 22
% (76) (61)
Formal sociocivic organizations
(Jaycees, 4H Clubs, Veterans' 8 5
Legion, and others) (18) (!3)
Special women's organization
(_other's Club, Crafts Guilds, 4
Balikatan sa Kaunlaran) (9)
Alumni association and other 5 2
social organizations (11) (6)
Religious organizations 13 12
(29) (33)
_eighborhood groups (Kapitbahayan,
De_ayan, basketball and other 9 9
sports groups) (2!) (25)
Total 99% 100%
(223) (273)
NI_ (nonorganiz_tion members) (475) (42_)
*Figures in parentheses indic&te the n_d_er of respondents._iralao 1980:51
The PTA ranks Second, claiming 22 percent of male membership; followed
by local government or barangay and religious organizations with 12
percent each, of total male membership.
An examination of the primary reasons given by respondents for
joining organizations also indicate differences in men's and Women's
motivations for joining org_nizations. On thewhole, there are more
females (55 percent) who view their membership in organizations as
obligatory or automatic_ whereas more males (60 percent) report rela-
tively "active" or voluntary reasons for joining organizations, i.e._
-- to help one another; to avail of the services (credit, training,
equipment use) offered by the organization, to pursue.r.eligious._and
other interests, BAd for sociability (see Table AI I).
Since comp_l!sory or automatic membership may characterize mem/oer-
ship in _he Kabataang Barangay, the Parents-Teachers' Associations,
and work-related organizations, the reasons for membership were
crosstabulated _._ith t_e of organization, in an attempt to establish the
extent to which male and female respondents may feel passive about
their membership in associations° Table 16 shows that voluntary member-
ship is more common in organizations other than the Kabataang Barangay,
the Parents-Teachers' Associations and those related to one's job.
;_ong single respondents, however, membership in the l<abataang Barangay
is not generally seen as compulsory but rather, asoffering opportuni-
ties for socializing with others. Among married respondents membership
in Parents-Teacher_ _ Associations (which is dominated by women) is -
seen by about nine-tenths of members as compuiso_, or automatic. In
contrast, only about four-tenths of the members of w0rk-related associa-
tions_ (which tend to be more male) report sL_ilar r_as0ns, with most
(57 percent) giving more voluntary reasons for joining these groups.Miralao 1980:52
Table 16_ Single and marr{ed respondents by types of organizations
joined and by reasons for joining (January-March 1979)
Reasons for _joining
Organization type Co___ulsory/ Other Total
automatic reasons
a. Single respondents
Ka/3ataang Barangay 38% 62% 100%
(18) _ (29) (47)
f,7ork-related organizations 62 38 I00 --
(13) (8) (21)
Other organizations 16 8,_ 'I00
(11) (56) (67)
Total 31% 69% 100%
(4_2) (93) (135)
be ."tarried respondents
Parents-Teachers ' Association 89% 11% 100%
(116) (15) (131)
_'Tork-related organizations 43 57 100
(-33) (..4.._) (77)
Other. organizations - 32 68 I00
(_6) (100) ° (146)
_otal 55% _5% 100%
(I95) (159) (354)
'_Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980_53
_xtent of Involvement in Organizations
To assess further differences in male-female participation in
community organizations, respondents were asked their positions in the
organizational hierarchy, and the frequency of their attendance in
organizational meetings. The data on the proportion of women and men
who are officers of associations or ordinary rank-and-file mer_bers do
not show substantial differences between the sexes. There are slightly
more males (53 percent) than females (47 percent) among the 138 organi-
zation members who report occupying a leadership position in organiza-
tions. _hen positions are crossc!assified by sex _nd marital status,
unmarried women are seen to be more active as officers of organizations
compared to all Other groups (Table 17). _ereas they constitute only
15 percent of total mel/3ership, they comprise 22 percent of organization
officers. Married men also are numerous _mong the officers (44 percent)
but their dominance may be attributed partly to their larger representa-
tion among organization members (43 percent).
Table 17. Distribution of officers and members among single males and
females and among wi_es and husbands (January-March 1979)
Totll or g_/_iza-
Subgroups officer Member only tion members
_ingle males 9% 13% 12%
(13) * (_:,..,q) (61)
Single females 22 12 15
(31) (43) (74)
Wives 25 32 30
(34) (115) ( 1,_9)
Hush,ands ,_4 -_3 43
(60) (152) (212)
Total 100% 100% 100%
(I38) (358_ ('1-96)
•Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents:Miralao 1980_54
Community organizatipn members are sho_cn to attend organization
meetings fairly regularly. A majority of the respondents in all
s_bgroups claim they always attend the meetings of their associations.
Perhaps because they have more time, however_ single respondents, and
particularly the single women, tend robe more active in this regard
then married respondents° Four-fifths of the single women and about
two-thirds of the single men are shc%rn to al_vays attend meetings,
compared to 59 percent of wives and 62 percent of husbands. Furthert
morewives _nd husbands report never having attended a meeting compar_
to single respondents (Table 18). Since information on how frequentl_
the local organizations hold meetings (and other activities) are not
Table 18o Respondents reporting organization membership by frequency
of attending meetings and by sex and marital status (January-March
1979)
Attendance frec51ency Single Single Married Married males females males females
_ever 2% 1% 5% 5%
(I)_ (I) (I0) (S)
Sometimes/seldom 15 _ 9 17 15
(9) (7) (37) _ (22)
Most of the time 16 8 17 11
(10) (6) (37) (17)
Always 65 80 59 62
(40) (59) (12_) (93)
Organization had no 2 I 2 5
meetings yet (Ii f, I) (-_l) (8)
No answer - r - I
(_)
.ot._l 100% 99% 100% 9_%
(61) (74) (212) (149)
.%
*Figures in oarentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980._55
available from the survey, it should be noted that the data on
respondents : frequency of attendance may not exactly be indicative of
the active status or the f_unctioning of the organizations in the
communities°
In summarizing the results from-the preceding analysis, mention
should be ma£e of the limitations in sample size which did not allow
for a more systematic assessment of the influence of sex, marital
- statust employment, and community on individuals _ participation in
community activities_ Emerging from the analysis however are a number
_ of observations worth considering in future work.
First, the analysis suggests that sex, by itself, may not
influence the respondents: membership and participation in community
organizations° Neither_me_._bership in local organizations nor
leadership in these groups is found in the study to be overwhelmingly
male. But because sex is a determinant of employment status, sex
influences participation in organizations. Husbands (who generally
are working) and working wives are shown to exhibit higher levels of
organization membership than the unemployed wives_ mainly because the
._ emplo_ment of the first two s_bgroups facilitates their entry to
work-related and other organizationso It is also mostly in this sense_
that sex and employment appear to influence the gender-typing that
occurs in community organizations. The organization membership of
nonworking wives tends to be limited to Parents-Teachers' Associations,
whereas husbands _ and working wives' memberships ar_ not as similarly
constrained. Moreover, membership in Parents-Teachers' Associations
tends to be viewed as compulsory or automatic, whereas men%bership in
_,7ork-related and other organizations tends to be more volum..ta_0
The data suggest _hat the provision of equal employment opoortunities
to both sexes may hel_ ensure a more even and less sex-typed represen-
tation of men _._ndwomen in community organizations and activities.
Sex also appears tc interact with marital status in influencing
participation in community organizations, with marriage not affecting
men and women in the .same direction. Among women, the \unmarried areMiralao 1980:56
more likely to be memberslof local organizations, to held leadership
positions, and to be more active in attending organization meetings than
_e married. This suggests that indeed, marital responsibilities may
cut do_,_ on the time women have for engaging in other activities.
Among men, single males tend to be less active in community organizations
than married men. An _x¢lanation for this is not easily foundf although
the finding may suggest that less involvement and fewer responsibilities
may be expected of single men. But once they get married, men's provider
roles predispose them to join organizations; and their minimal involve-
ment in domestic work may enable them to participate more extensively
in community organizations and activities.I%7• _TARE_SS AND USE OF HEALTH AND O_R SER\_CES
A final area of comparison are the individuals _ knowledge and use of
health and other community services. This _nalysis is intended to
gauge their access to, and thus, the benefits that they mighthave
received from devslopment efforts. Since people's access to services
is limited by those services available in their communities, the survey
comparisons focus more on gender (rather than community) differences,
in an attempt to find out whether certain services are Systematically
channelled to either women or men. Presented first are data on respond-
ents' awareness and actual use of health facilities, followed by their
awareness and use of the other services and facilities found in their
communities°
Awareness and Use of Health Services
The data indicate no substantial differences in single and
married men's and women's knowledge of community health services
(Table 19). Over 90 percent of the males and females in,the marital
subgroups report knowing a health facility in their area. Over 90
percent of married men and women a!so_report that they, or 0ther members
of their households, have availed themselves of the services offered by p_
local health agencies and personnel. The percentages of single male
and female respondents reporting similar use of a health facility are
considerably lower (75 percent to 7% percent), reflecting most likely
single respondents _ lesser burden of health-care for children and other
_ambers of the household. Further examination of the data by co_-_nuni_y
and emploi_ent status (see Tables A12 and A13_ also reveals patterns
consistent with the above findings. They suggest that neither commu-
nity net employment influences the incidence or levels of knowledge and
use of health facilities°
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Table 19o •Respondents by_ awareness 'and use of community health
services and by Sex arid marital status (January-March 1979)
Awareness/use Single Married Total
Male Female Male Female
a. Awareness of health
services in the
con_nunitv /
Aware 96% 94% 95% 96% 95%
(191) _ (188) (474) (_79) (1332)
Not aware 4 6 5 4 5
(3) (12) (24) (19) (63)
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
(199) (200) (498) (498) (1395)
b. Percent visiting health
services
Has been to facility 75% 78% 91% 94% 88%
(143) (146) (429) (448) (1166)
Has never been to 25 22 9 6 12
facility (48) (,32) (43) (31) (166)
Total - 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
(191) (188) (474) (479) (1332)
c. T%_e of health service/
facility used by
respondents
Local hospit_l 50% 34% 35% 2_% 34%
(72) (50) (150) (123) (395)
Health Center.(_-iUs/ 29 30 30 50 _I
_agong Lipunan Center) (42) (44) (165) (225) (477)
Puericulture center 3 5 5 6 5 "
(,_) {7) (21) (25) (57)
Family planning center 3 3 3 2 2
(3) (:_) (_I) (10) (28)Mira!ao 1980 :59
Table 19 (cont'd.)
Sinqle Married
A*,'Tareness/use Male •Female Male Female Total
Private clinic/ 15% 28% 15% 13% 16%
physicians (22) (41) (63) (60) (186)
Hiiot/herbolario - - 4 I 2
(,19) (4) (23)
Total 100% 100% . 100% 100% 100%
(143) (1,36) (429) (44-3) (i166)
NAP (nonusers/not
aware) (56) (54) (59) (50) (229)
•*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.
Of the health facilities used by respondeDt households, the most
visited are the government's Rural Health Units in the Zambales commu-
nities, ar.d the Bagong Lip unan Health Center in StOo Ni£o, Marikina
(41 percent). About a third of the respondents also report availing
-,. themselves of the services of the local government hospitals (one being
available in each of the study sites_ and a private hospital facility
in Sta. Cruzn Z_mbales_ whil 9 about 16 percent have gone'to private
clinics or _hysicians for their health needs. Much fewer respondents,
Inowever, havebeen to puericulture centers which cater primarily to
maternal and child health (5 percent) t family planning clinics
(_ percent), and local hilot a.nd herbolario he_lers (2 percent)°
, Awareness and Use of _ther Community Services
_espondents who are aware of o_ner t_es of co,.mm_nit¥ se_Tices
are fe,-Terthan those who know of health services, although both levgls
of awareness and use of non-health services remain substantialiv high
in all female an_ male s_bgroups. Bet_$een _7 Fercent to _6 percent of
the respondents report knowing of other services and facilities in
mHiralao 1980:60
their localities, and Some 69 percent to 73 percent state that members
of their households have actually made use of these (Table 20). A
more detailed disaggregation of the databy community and employment
status again show patterns in keepingwith the above findings, but
there is some indication that (regardless of sex or co_unity) unemployed
respondents are more likely to report availing themselves of other
community services than the employed respondents (see Tables A14 and A15).
T'_en asked what other community facilities have been of use to
their households, about two-thirds of the respondents acknowledge the
educational services of the local schools (ioe.p in teaching reading
and writing skills, particularly to children); with a few mentioning
the assistance they receive from schools in caring for children. The
incidence of respondent households availing of other noneducational
services is minimal. Only 10 percent report obtaining credit from the
rural and other banks, and from the Samahang Nayon-Masagana 99 program.
Receipt of other types of assistance is even lower than this (5 percent
or less), and appears associatedwith certain community projects or
programs. The few respondents reporting access to improved fishing/
farming techniques and livestock-raising for instance, tend to come
from rural Candelaria; _¢hile those _epcrting benefits from sanitation-
related services (i.e., garbage disposal and cleanliness drives) are
from the Marikina communitlT, and those attending training and skill
formation progr_s, from transitional Sta. Cruz.
_]o differences are also noted between males and females who report -:r_
benefiting from the school s_jstem or from other types of services
(Table 19). The evidence further suggests that other than the health
and school facilities in the communities (_.Thichare shown equally
accessible to _omen and men), other deve!oDment progr_s and efforts
undertahen in the areas are teo limited to en;ble an analysis of their
impacts on the population; and much less of their separate impacts on
male and female subgroups.Miralao 1980:61
Table 20. Respondents by awareness and use of other community
services and by sex and marital status (January-March 1979)
S ing!e Marr ied
Awareness/use _ale Female _"ale Female
a. Awareness of other cormnunity
•services
Aware 96% 90% 9I % 87%
(187)* (181) (454) (433)
Not aware 6 I0 9 13
(12) (19) (44) (65)
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%
(199) (200) (498) (498)
b. Percent availing of other
community services
Has availed of facility 71% 73% 69% 71%
(133) (133) (312) (309)
Has not availed of facility 29 27 31 29
(54) (48) (142) (124)
Total - !00% 100% 100% 100%
(189) (181) " (454) (433)
c. .Typ.,.e of other cor,munity services
used by respondents
Schooi/dav care 66% 74% 64% 68 %
(88) (90) (199) (211)
Improved fishing/farming/ 6 % 6 3
livestock techniq:_es (8) (5) (18) (8)
Credit (Rural Baz?tk, .PNB, _ 8 11 13
Masagana-99) (7) (10) (33). (39)
FP/nutriticn pro,gram -I - 2 2
• (1) (_) (7)Mira!ao 1980:62
Table 20 (cont'd.)
S ingle Married
Awareness/use Male Female Male Female
Sanitation (garbage disposal) /
cleanliness drives/toilet 8% 2% 6% 2%
improvement (10) '/ (3) (20) (6)
Legal/police/safety services 6 3 5 3
(8) (_';) (15) (10)
Training/skill development 2 8 3 -_ 7
(3) (I0) (I0) (21)
Other social/welfare services 6 2 3 2
(8) (3) (11) (5)
No data - - - i
(2)
Total 100% 101% 100% 101%
(133) (133) (312) (309)
NAP (nonusers/not 9;,.;are) (66) (67,) (186) (189)
_Figures in parentheses indicate the number of re.spondents.
The data do not effectively dfScriminat_ between women's and
men's access to welfare services, owing partly to data limitations.
The high levels of male and female use of services may be attributed
to the fact that ,analysis was limited to responses derived from direct
su_zey questions, which did not specify a time frame as to when
respondent households m_%de use of the welfare services. Moreover, the
data on use of facilities reflect respondent household use and cannot
therefore, reflect gender-specific use or access to services.
It must be mentioned, though, that follow up su_Tey questions
enable identification of the dates when households availed of services
{nd of specific users; but the initial analysis does.,not suggest
f_ther work on sex differentials With the available data. At thisMiralao 1980:63
point, the more salient services already mentioned and utilized by
respondents are health and educa£ion--areas where other available
indicator s {i.eo, life expectaDcies and enrollment rates) do not reveal
substantial gender aifferences. It would seem that in these areas,
indicator construction should focus on the nature and quality of
services reaching men and women, and not simply on the extent to which
both sexes are exposed to health and educational facilities,
The experience with the survey questions also Suggests that pros-
pective work on the sexes: access to services may be more fruitful, if
respondents were to respond to a checklist of development programs or
activities undertaken in their areas. A checklist may hel p ensure the
collection of more current data, and of data tied up to nctively pursued
development activities, rather than to basic (and fairly widespread)
health and educational facilities, or to scattered and less consistently
pursued development projects. The current findings indicate that general
health and education measures are not discriminative of the sexes; and
that data on scattered programs are net likely to yield sufficient cases
for analysis. Moreover, if one were to assume that government and other
development efforts may systematically favor one Sex, mainly because
planners _nd i_plementors define agricultural extension, credit, and
certain other programs as men's business, and family planning and health
and nutrition as women's, then it might be Worthwhile in fact to focus
checklists on activities that are likely to embody sex biases°_V- SU__ARY _ND CONCLUSIONS
This study sought to investigate-women's and men's participation in
the development process by attempting-measurement and comparison of
male and female involvements in domestic, economic, and public
spheres of activity, _d of their access to welfare services in the
community° In the domestic andeconomic spheres, female and male
roles or participation are compared in terms of the amount of time or
effort they devote to house and market work. In the public or co_hu-
nity sphere, the sexes are compared in terms of their membership and
participation in community organizations; while their access to
services are examined in terms of their awareness and use of existing
health and o_ler available community services.
The study findings indicate that in domestic activities, women
bear the brunt of housework, regardless of marital and employment
..... pec_ed_f however, status and the developmental stage of communities. _'" _ _
marriage increases women's time in housework; but marriage increases
house_7ork time for only some of the men and never quite in commensu-
rate amounts. Male and female housework shares within marriage then,
are highly unequal, with husbands devoting on the average, only about
a third of their wives' "time in housework. The market employment of
wives, on the other hand, reduces the time they spend at housework,
and increases their husband's share of household activities. Thus,
while the total time employed/%_orking wives devote to house and
market work far exceeds men's total production time, it is noted that
within the domestic sphere at least, male and 5emale work sharing
ratios are somewhat improved: husbands of working wives are sho_m
to devote closer to half (43 to 46 percent) of their wives' time to
housework, compared to the fourth or the fifth (19 to 2_ percent) that
husbands of unemplo_..yed wives devote to housework-° Finally, the
deve!o__mental stage of communities does not appear to alter substantially
64Miralao 1980:65
,=
women's time to housew0_k.- There is some indication_ however, that
the change process or urbanization may increase the time required for
typically female household tasks (i.e., cooking, laundry, child care),
while reducing the amount of time required for tx_ically male domestic
activities (i.e., the provision of water and fuel for the household).
Greater variation is found in the time husbands devote to housework
as communities modernize. Husbands who participate in housework in
the more modern co_nunities tend to devote more time to this than
their rural counterparts, but a considerable number of husbands in the
more modern communities are _lso shown to drop out completely from
housekeeping activities. •
Comparisons of market time allocation data among working or
employed respondentD do not show men to contribute more to market
activities than women. -;_nong single respondents in fact, women are
_ound to devote more time to market work than men, particularly in
the more urban communities where single women tend to find jobs in
lower-level occupations requiring longer hours of work. In these
communities, the single women's share of market york exceeds that of
their male counterparts by some 30 to 35 percent. Among married
respondents, women's and menVs time in the market are apDroximately
eGual, except in the rural area where _-_ives spend considerably fewer
hour_ at regular employment th_n men (_bout the equivalent of 4/5 of
their husband's time in market activities). Moreover, no marked
differences are shown in the sexes _ involvements in other productive
work, outside of their regular market emp!o_:_nent. Here_ co_unity
differences appear more salient_ ,¢ith respondents, male or fema!et
in the provincial co_._munities shc_n to be more activel?, engaged in
backyard gar_lening, and pou!t_ry and livestock-raising than responden=s
from the metropolitan community.
Summing up men:s and w0men:s time-use in heusa and market worh,
it is noted that total D d c+_ ._ _'_n ro u __o._ _!....is never quite equal _mong
single _ies and females° Unmarried _omen are shown to consistently
m
devote more time to either domestic or economic activity than singleMiralao 1980:66
men. Neither is total production time equal for married working _omen
_%d their husbands %_i!e they devote approximately equal time to
market activities, the larger share of employed wives of housework
•results to unequal conditions, with husbands devoting the equivalent
of be_,_een two-thirds to three-fourths of their wives' total produc-
tion time. Only in traditional arrangements where wives stay home
and men engage in market work are the sexes _ total production time
equal, although in unequally recognized spheres of activity.
In the public sphere, the more significant findings include those
suggesting women's and men's unequal participation in community activi-
ties to derive from their _nequal shares of eD_p!oyment opportunities.
On account of their provider roles and thus, of their heaw? involve-
_ent in market activity7 men constitute the farter percentage of
community organization membership; but when _men work, they are shown
likewise to increase s_bstantially their me_benship in organizations°
Moreover, when wo_en _;ork end remain _F_arried at the s_e time, they
are sho%m to become in fact; the most active participants in co_,-ununity
organizations. The findings suggest that in the long run, efforts
directed at reducing existing role segregation in domestic and economic
activities may reduce the uneven representation of men and women in
Dub!ic or community-wide act_vitieso
Access to development benefits as measured in terms of respond-
ents _ awareness and actual use of health and other community services
are not shown to differ by sex. Outside of health and educational
services that appear e_al!y accessible to both I sexes, the data
suggest that fe%7 other development efforts have reached the study
sites, making analysis on the sex biases thau may be e.._dgodiedin
deve!op_ant programs not feasible at the _resent time.
The limitations in the data that _ere collected _nd used iP each
area of comparison-.:er_9 noted in the different sections of this report.
Revie_ying the res_llts of the analyses that were done on the available
data, it appears that further improvements on the methods of gathering
ti_e-use data may contribute to a systematic measurement of sexes _Miralao 1980:67
contributions to thehouseholds, and of their roles in development.
Time-use data offer a comparable measure of the efforts that men and
women Dlac e in various fields of activities° In addition_ time-use
data provide quantifiable behavioral indicators of roles, enabling
analyses of sex roles and gender relations closer to what may actually
obtain in people's lives, and further away from the normative pres-
criptions and expectations imposed on men and women. No claims are
made however that time-allocation is a sufficient measure of sex roles,
although it would seem that time-allocation data provide a useful
complement to other qualitative and attitudinal data on sex roles, and
to studies focusing the distribution of authority and decision-making
between women and men.
In addition to methodological improvements in the collection of
time-use da_a_ the study findings also point to areas where further
work on, or with, tkme-allocation may be undertaken. Indicated in the
study are the use of time-allocation studies for gathering information
on men's and women's involvement in public activities, and the conduct
ef these for purposes of verifying the magnitudes of differences in
the sexes' work-shares, possibly for identifying the determinants of
female and male time-use patterns add relationships_Miralao 1980:69
Table AI. Selected characteristics of survey respondents by marital
status, sex, __nd co_munity (January-March 1979)
Single Married
Characteristic/ Males Females Males Females
community (N=199) (_,T=200) (N=498) (_--498)
Candelaria 22.6 24.2 39.9 36.9
Sta. Cruz 21.6 22.3 38.7 35.8
Sto° _i_o 20.5 22.5 37.2 34.5
Overall 21.8 23.0 38.7 35.5
?lean educational attainment
Candelaria L_9 .... _ _5_ 6_ 7 6.5
Sta. Cruz 9.0........... 8.6 8.6 7.6
Sto. Ni_o 9.5 9.4 8.4 7.5
Overall 8.8 9.2 7.9 7.2
Percent employed
Cande laria 49.0 50.0 99.7 19.0
(33-) _ (33) (164) ( 31 )
Sta. Cruz 50.0 51.0 96.0 52.0
(33) (34) (160) (86)
Sto. _i_o 50.0 49.0 97.0 49.0
(33) (33-) (161) (81) "
Overall 49._ 50.0 97.2 40.0
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980:70
Table A2. Selected characteristics of married respondents' households
(January-March 1979)
. _ _ - ±_ ____ __ _ , , ,
selected Candelaria Sta. cruz sto. Ni£o Overall
characteristics (166) (166) (i66) (498)
Average HH size 6.5 6.6 6.2 6.4
Average number of
children 4.0 3.8 3.3 3.7
Household type
Nuclear 72.0% 60.0% 60.0% 64.0%
(119)* (99) (100) (318)
Extended 26.0 26.0 27.0 26.3
(43) (43) (44) (130)
Nuclear/extended
with domestic 20.0 II_.0 13.0 15.7
help (4) (24) (22) (50)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980 :71
Table A3. Single employed respondents by occupation, sex, and
community (January-March 1979)
-- -- - - -- -- t ' _ -- " ' - '
Occupation Sto. Ni6o Sta. Cruz C%ndelaria
group Male Female Male Female Male Female
Professional, tech-
nical, and related 9.1% 9.1% 6.1% 20.6% - 45.5%







and related 9. I 3.0 9. I - - -
Workers (3) (I) (3)
Clerical workers 3.0 15.2 6.1 11.8 - 11.8
(I) (5) (2) (4) (4)
Sales workers 15.2 9.1 12.1 26.4 - 15.2
(5) (3) (4) (9) (5)
Farmers, fishermen,
hunters, loggers,
and related 3.0 - 21.2 - 63.6 12.1
workers (I) (7) (21 ) (4)
Transport and commu- 3.0 - 18.1 -- ' 9.1 -
nication workers (I) (6) (3)
Craftsmen and pro-
duction process 45.5 36.4 6.1 5.9 9.1 6.1
workers (15) (12) (2) (2) (3) (2)
Workers and laborers 12. I 6.1 - - 9. I -
n.e.c. (4) (2) (3)
Service, sports and
recreation, .and - 21.2 21.2 35.3 9. I 9. I
related workers (7) (7) (12) (3) (3)
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100..0% 99.S%
(33) (33) (33) (34) (33) (33)
t_AP (R is unemployed/
is a student
without a job (33) (34) (33) (33) (34) (33)
*Figures _,n parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980:72
T_ble A4. Married respondents by occupation, sex, and co_nunity
(January-March 1979)
Sto. Ni_o Sta. Cruz Candelaria
Occupation group _._le Female Male Female Male Female
Professional, technical, 6.8% 8.6% 7.5% 19.7% 1.8% 12.9%
and related Workers (11)* (7) (12) (17) (3) (4)
• Administrative, executive,
managerial, government
administrator, •_nd 11.2 3.7 6.2 5.8 1.2 3.2
related workers (18) (3) (10) (5) (2) (I)
Clerical workers 4.9 2.5 2.5 3.5 1.8 3.2
(8) (2) (4) (3) (3) (I)
Sales workers 13.0 30.9 13.8 52.3 1.2 41.9
(21) (25) (22) (45) (2) (13)
Farmers, fishermen, hunters,
loggers, and related 0.6 1.2 23.1 4.6 76.2 29.0
workers (1) (I) (37) (4) (125) (9)
Transport and communication 11.2 - 14.4 - 6.7 -
workers (18) (23) (11)
Craftsmen and production- 40.4 4.2 16.3 9.3 6.1 6.4
process workers (65) (34) (26) (8) (10) (2)
_orkers and laborers n.e.c. 3.7 1.2 5.0 , - 1.8 -
- (6) (1) (8) (3)
Service, sports and
recreation, and 8.1 9.9 11.3 4.6 3.0 3.2
related workers (13) (8) (18) (4) (5) (I_?
Total 99.9% 100.0% 100.1% 99.8% 99.8% 99.8%
(161) (81) (160) (86) (164) (31)
N_ (R is unemployed) (5) (85) (6) (80) (2) (135)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Mira!ao 1980:73
Table AS. Average income (in pesos) from work of emnloyed single
respondents, by sex, occupation, _nd communit_ (January-March 1979)
Occupation Stoo Ni£o Sta. Cruz Candelaria
group _ale Female Male Female Male Female
Professional,
technical, and _1345.67 800°00 569.50 435.!2 ._ 475.15




- administrator, and 766.67 650_00 550.00 - - -
related workers (3) (I) (2)
Clerical workers 780.00 40.67 697.00 488.75 - 359.50
(I) (6) (3) (4) (4)
Sales workers 436.00 270.00 282.50 205.56 - 404.00
(5) (2) (4) (9) (5)
Farmers, fishermen,
hunters, loggers,
and related - - 318.17 - 147.05 88.00
workers (6) (21) (4)
Transport and co_u- 400.00 - 33_%.00 - 450.00 -
nication workers (I) - (6) (3)
<
Craftsmen and produc- 251q40 293.67 382.67 66.00 305.67 172.50
tion process workers (15) (12) (3) (2) (3) (2)
Workers and laborers 274.00 317.50 - - 293.33 -
n.e.c. (4) (2) (3)
Service, sports end
recreation, and -- 142.50 204.28 81.82 246.33 285.60
related workers (8) (7) (11) (3) (5)
Total _ 453.25 319.06 343.96 244.64 211.33 357.54
(32) (33) (33) (34) (33) (33)
NA/DK (I)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Mira!ao 1980 :7d
Table A6. Average income (in pesos) fr_. work of employed married
respondents by occupation, sex, and cor_-unity (January-March 1979)
Sto. Ni_o Sta. Cruz Candelaria
Occupation group Male Female Male Female Male F_ale
Professional, technical; 818.56 1240.28 7:_4.08 556.12 691.33 503.00
and related workers (16)* (7) (!2) (17) (3) (6)
_Administrative , executive
managerial _ government 1252.37 1100.00 648.60 450.00 175.00 483.00
administrator r and (19) (3) £10) (5) (2) (2)
.... related workers --
Clerical workers 997.44 6_0.00 558° 50 476.00 822.00 -
(9) (2) (4) (3) (3)
Sales workers 678.64 657.8_ 506.04 266.13 157.00 141.91
(22) (25) (22) (45) (2) (1I)
Farmers, fishermen _ 600.00 667.00 305.45 278.25 186.78 128.22
hunters, loggers, and (I) (I) (_7) (4) (126) (9)
related workers
Transport and communi- 6_8.00 - 521.91 - 353.12 -
cation workers {16) _23) (11 )
Craftsmen, and production- 486.60 288.9_ _8_.54 246.38 415.60 182.00
process workers (58) - (34) (26) (8) (10) (2)
c
Workers and laborers, 798.67 280.00 _'_',_7.25 - 216.00 -
N. E.C. (6) (I) (8) (3)
Service, sports and 656.64 357.14 394.67 193.50 363.00 180 D0
recreatien workers ; "
and related workers (11) (7) (1-8) (_) (4) (1)
Total _ 712.94 @537.23 _471.05 _336.81 __237.10 9233.66
(158) (80) (160) (86) (164) (31)
NA/DK [3) (I)
*Figures in parentheses indidate the.nu_er of respondents.Miralao 1980:75
Table A7. Average amount of time (hours/week) spent by marital, sex,
and employment subgroups on-various categories of work by community
(January-March 1979)
Other
Community/Respondent Housework Market productive Total
type work - work
Candelaria 7
Nonworking single M (34)* 17.66 0 3.29 (_2Qo95 /
Working single M (33) 8.65 46 °64 0.82 56.11
Nonworking single F (33) 29.0 0 2.27 _i_>
Working single F (33) 17.17 50_46 0.67 68.23
Married working F (31 ) 37.95 42.16 6.58 86.69
Husbands of working
wives (31) 16.35 49o35 2.35 68.05
Married nonworking F [1.35) 53.71 0 7.16 60.87
Husbands of nonworking
wives (135) 10.36 50_20 4.42 64.98
Sta. Cruz
Nonworking single M (33) 9.08 0 5.42 CL4.50"
Working single M (33] 7.09 47.64 1.36 56.09
Nonworking single F [33) 25.79 0 2.70 <28._.9_''-_
working single F (34) 12.09 63.03 1.15 76.27
Married working F (86) 42.79 52.34 2.70 97.83
Husbands of working
L
wives (86) _ 19.67 46.86 0.79 67.32
Married nonworking F (80) 67.96 0 2.86 70.82
Husbands of nonworking
wives (80) 17.72 48.79 0.92 67.43
Sto. Ni£o
Nonworking single M (33) •12.62 0 0.15 12.77
_orkim.g single M [33) C.83 _0.55 0.79 50.17
Nonworking single F (34) 23.96 0 0.03 23.99
Working single F (33) 12.32 54.58 1.70 68.60
Married working F (81) "_-1.91 50.I 1 0.54 92.56
Husbands of working
wives (81) 18.17 51_17 0.37 69.71
Married nonworking F (85) 66.37 0 0.44 66.81
Husbands of nonworking
wives (85) 16.17 5_.32 0.24 70.73





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To help each other 20 9
(54) (19)
To avail of services (credit,
training_ equipment use,
and others) offered by 14 14
organization (39) (31)
Friends asked R to join_ 19 16





NAP (nonmembers) _ (424) (475)
{
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miralao 1980:83
Table A12. Responde_¢s_by_ awareness and use of community health services
and by community, sex; marital_ and employment status (Gamuary-i_arch 1979)
AWareness U s e
Community/Respondent Aware Not Total Has used Has not Total
type aware facility used
Candelaria
_onworking single M 91% 9% 100% 68% 32% 100%
(31) (3) (3_) (21) (10) (31)
Working single M 97 3 100 69 31 100
(32) (I) (33) (22) (10) (32)
_onworking single F 91 9 100 80 20 100
(30) (3) (33) (2_) (6) (30)
_orking single F 100 - 100 73 27 100
(33) (33) (24) (9) (33)
Working wives 100 - !00 94 6 100
(31) (31) (29) (2) (31)
Non_rking wives 94 6 100 92 @ 100
(127) (8) (135) (117) (10) (127)
Husbands 93 7 100 89 11 100
(155) (11) (166) (139) (17) (155)
Sta. Cruz
Nonworking single M 100 - 100 85 15 100
(33) (33} (28) (5) (33)
Working single M 97 3 100 66 34 ._ _
(32) (I) (33) (21) (11) (32)
Nonworking sinqle F 91 6 100 0_ 16 100
(31) (2) (33) (26) (5) (31)
Working single F 97 3 100 73 27 100
(33) (I) (3_) (26) (9) (33)
Working wives 100 - 100 94 6 100
(86) (86) (81) (5) (86)
Nonworhing wives SO - 100 97 3 100
(SO) (£0) (78) (2) (SO)
I!usbands 96 _ 100 92 8 100
(159) (7) (16G) (I_7) (12) (159)Miralao 1980:84
Table A12 (cont'd.)
Awareness U s e
Co.unity/Respondent Aware Not Total Has used Has not Total
type aware facility used
Sto. Ni_o
_ .,% 3% 100% 86% 6% 100% Nonworkin_ single M _
(32) (1) (33) (27) (5) (32)
Working single M 9_ 6 100 77 23 100
(31) (2) (33) (24) (7) (31)
Nonworking single F 91 9 100 77 23 100
(31) (3) (34) (24) (7) (31)
Working single F 91 9 100 80 20 100
(30) (3) (33) (24) (6) (30)
Working wives 95 5 100 90 10 100
(77) (4) (81) (69) (8) (77)
Nonworking wives 92 8 100 95 5 100
(78) (7) (85) (74) (4) (78)
Iiusbands 96 4 100 90 10 100
(160) (6) (!66) (144) (16) (160)
_Figures in parentheses indicate the number ef respondents.Miralao 1980 :85
Table A13. Respondents by types of health •facilities used and by
coz_unity (January-March 1979)
Health facility Candelaria Sta. Cruz Sto. Ni_o
Local hospital 32% 35% 35%
(I19) * (_140) (136)
Health center (RH_U's_ Bagong 57 29 37
Lipunan Center) (213) (118) (146)
Puericulture center 5 8 2
(19) (32) (6)
FaF_ly planning center 2 5 #
(6) (21) (I)
Private clinic, physicians 2 22 23
(8) (89) (89)
Hilot, herbolario 2 % 3
(9) (I) (13)
Total 100% 99% 100%
(379) (401) (39!)
NAP (nonusers, not awexe) - (91) (64) (74)
*Figures in oarentheses indicate the number of respondents.
_Less th_n ! percent.Miralao 1980:86
Table A14. Respondents by awareness and use of other community services
and by community, sex_ marital_ and emplo3_ent status (January-March 1979)
Community/ResP0nden t A w a r e n e s s U s e
type Aware Not Total Has used Has not Total
aware facility used
Candelaria
Nonworking single M 97% 3% 100% 83% 12% 100%
.. (33) _ (I) (34) (29) (4) (33)
Working single M 88 12 100 86 14 100
(29) (4) (33) (25) (4) - (29)
Nonworking single F 88 12 100 90 10 100
(29) (-_) (33) (26) (3) (29)
Working single F 97 3 100 84 16 100
(32) (I) (33) (27) (5) (32)
Working wives 94 6 100 66 34 100
(29) (2) (31) (19) (10) (29)
:_onworking wives 93 7 100 76 24 100
(126) (9) (135) (96) (30) (I_6)
Husbands 95 5 100 71 29 100
-. (157) (9) (166) (112) (_5) (157)
Sta. Cruz
Nonworking single _. 94- 6 i00 68 32 100
(31) (2) (33) (21) (10) (31)
Uorking single M 100 - 100 58 42 100
(33) (33) (19) (14) (33)
Nonworking single F 97 3 100 78 22 100
(32) (I) (3_) (25) (7) (32)
Working single F 88 12 100 57 :13 100
(30) (i4) (3G) (17) (13) (30)
Working wives 91 9 100 73 27 100
(78) (8) (86) (57) (21) (78)
Nonworking wives 87 13 100 7S 21 100
(70) (I0) (80) (55) (15) (70)
Husbands 86 14 100 69 31 100
(143) (23) (166) (99) (44) (143)Mir alao 1980 :$7
Table A14 (cont_d)
Awareness U s e
Com_r_unity/Respondent Not Has used Has not
type Aware Total Total
aware facility used
Sto. lli_o
_onworking single M 91% 9% 100% 70% 30% 100%
(30) (3) (33) (21) (9) (30)•
Working ,single M 94 6 100 53 42 __ 100•
(31) (2) (33) (18) (13) (31)
Nonworking s_ngle F 88 !2 100 67 33 10•0
(30) (4) (34) (20) (10)• (30)
Working single F 85 15 100 63 37 100
(28) (5) (33) (17) (10) (27)
Working wives 7£ 22 100 62 38 100
(63) (18) (81) (39) (24) (63)
Nonworking wives 78 22 100 65 35 100
AD
(66) (19) (85) (_) (23) (66)
Husbands 93 7 100 66 34 100
(154) (!2) (166) (101) (53) (154)
*Figures in parentheses indicate the number of respondents.Miraiao 1980:88
Table A15. Respondents by-types of oth-_-r co_nunity services used
by community (January-March 1979)
Other• services Candelaria Sta. Cruz Sto. Ni_o
School,. Day care center 83% 56% 60%
(276)* (1:66) (154)
Improved fishing_ farming
tec_hniques,other income- 9 3 -
generating (30) (9)
Health, family planningr 2 2 1
nutrition (6) [5) (3)
Credit (Rural Bank_ PNB_ 5 20 6
Masa_ana 99, SN9 (16) (58) (16)
Law-enforcing_ safety - 2 12
agencies _-(6) (31)
Sanitation (garbage disposal, - - 15
toilet i_provement) (39)
Social services, others I 4 4
(4) (11) (11)
Training, skill development I 13 . 2
- (2) (.38) (4)
Total 101% 100% 100%
(334) (293) (258)
None/Nf_ (131 ) (172) 207
:Igures in pementheses indicate the number of respondents.Appendix B
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